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AN TA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 42.

SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 18, 1905.
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(Are Greatly Swollen.
St. Louis, Sept. IS Heavy rains
and swollen tributaries caused a rise
of over ten feet in the Mississippi
River during the past twenty four
hours, and resulted in damage along
the river front amounting altogether
to many thousands of dollars. Considerable produce and other merchandise was washed away and a vast
amount is still in danger. Merchants
having consignments along the river
have organized gangs of laborers and
are endeavoring to save their property.
Railroads Demoralized Throughout
Missouri.
Kansas City, Sept. 18. Rain has
fallen in Kansas City and vicinity
every day except one in September,
with a total downfall to date of ten
inches in seventeen days, and today
there was no prospect of cessation.
The Verdigris Overflows Country.
Madison, Kansas, Sept. 18. One of
the worst floods ever experienced here
is raging now.
The Verdigris has
overflowed its banks and half the
country is under water.
,."Parktown" Inhabitants Forced to
Move.

Jefferson City, Mo., Sept. 18. The
Missouri River is rising rapidly here
and "Darktown" inhabitants are moving to higher ground.
Turkey Creek Causes Hardship to
Poor People.
Kansas
City, Sept. 18. Turkey
Creek, which flows through Rosedale,
Kansas, is on a rampage and many
poor people along its banks were
forced to move out today.
Santa Fe Line Practically Clear.
Topeka, Kansas,
Sept. 18 The
Kaw River
today at Government
gauge touched the thirteen foot mark.
This is a fall of half a foot since Sunday morning. The Union Pacific and
the Rock Isiand through trains are,
run over the Santa Fe between this
city and Kansas City, owing to the
washouts. The Santa Fe officials refrom Kansas
port a clear line west
City over the main line.
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Constantinople,
Sept. 18. Steady
work on the new fortifications on the
fiosphorus is causing friction between
the Russians and the Porte. These
fortifications were hastily commenced
it the time of the mutiny on the Riu
sian battleship Kniaz Potemkine. TurKey seized upon mis
pretext as a
means of carrying out her scheme of
fortifications which she had long de
sired but which had always been op
posed by Russia. It is understood
that the Russian ambassador, M. Zino-viefhas pointed out to the Sultan
that further fortification of the straits
was incompatible with the friendly
relations between Turkey and Rus'
sia, but nevertheless the works are
being actively pushed.
f,

ODD FELLOWS MAKE GOOD SHOWING

munication of the Sovereign
Grand
Lodge of Independent Odd Fellows.
I'he initial exercises
were held in
Lulu Temple, which was entirely in- idequate to accommodate the crowds.
Every jurisdiction of the order in the
United States is represented at the
conclave. Grand Sire Wright's report
shows the total membership in 14,315
subordinate lodges to be 1,217,145; the
encampment membership 171,839; the
Rebekah membership 474,059; expenditures $4,833,64!); total revenues $13,- 030,791; total resources
$37,645,071.
The increase of membership in subor
dinate lodges during the year was
05,734, in the encampment branch
9,990, in the Rebekah branch 26,391.
'i'he militant branch membership decreased 300, and Grand Sire Wright
recommended radical measures to re
store this branch.
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Floor Below, While in Another Part
an Insane Celestial Wu Trying to
Build Bonfire.

Salt Lake, Utah, Sept. IS A Chin
ese woman today called the police to
the building at 53 Plum Alley, where,
on the third story, the officers found
a dead Chinese Bitting bolt upright

on a cot, while in the same room
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mand foi tffective Rate
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COUNTY ORCHARD.
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TO IMPRESS

Over One Million Members in Subor
dinate Lodge Alone Revenues
Are Large.

Philadelphia, Sept. 18. Disagreeable
weather marked the formal opening
annual comtoday of the eighty-firs- t
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and the Work is Being Actively
Pushed Forward.
Ignores

Find Dead Chinaman
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In

NO. 180.
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Legislation.

MURDE.1ER
Detectives

FIRST FAIR

BIG SUCCESS

Looking for

Joseph Torrance County Surprises the
Girard, Suspected of Killing
People With Its Fine
Augusta Pfeffir.

,

Exhibits.

CONFERENCE IS CALLED GOTHAM CRIME ANNALS PRACTICALLY
To
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police believed to be opium poisoning.
.there were evidences that Merode
had been dragged down from the
floor above.
GEORGE FERRIS KILLED
AT HOPEWELL
Cave-i-

n

Occurred While He Was WorkKing William Placer
Claims.

ing on

HO

DEBT

Unknown Body Discovered Today Leads Through Aid of the Ladies' Club ExChicago Next Month For
New York Polii to Belie e There '
This Purpose and to Arouse Pubpenses Will Nearly All Be Met List
Has Been Another Vi :im.
of Premiums Awarded Last Week.
lic Interest in Movement.
Meet

an-

other Chinese, who appeared to be
insane, had Idudled a fire on the
floor apparently in the attempt to de
stroy the building. On the floor below the police found a young white
woman, known as "Eddie" Merode,
in a dying condition, from what the

Special

to the New Mexican.

Tres Piedraa, Sept. 18. George Ferris was killed at Hopewell this forenoon by the caving in of a cut in

which he was working on the King
William Placer Claims. Details are
lacking.

New York, Sept,. 18. A large force Special Correspondence New Mexican.
MAY RESUME HUBBELL HEARING.
of detectives is searching or Joseph
Estancia, N. M., Sept. 17, 1905.
Girard, for whom iitwarra
has been! The first annual Torrance County
Completed and Judge Ab
issued in connection with tne murder fair, held at Estancia, closed with
a Argument
Will Try to Get to Case
bott
of Augusta Pfeffer naar
ball
road, grand
Friday evening and proved
Within Few Days.
Westchester,- - Monday last Girard is a great success from every point of
a truck driver and hoard') with Mrs. view.
Notwithstanding the fact that
The Second Judicial District Court
Julia H. Mahon, not far. om where Torrance County is the newest and
the body was found.
i.
Mahon least known county of the Territory, for Bernalillo County was convened at
Albuquerque this morning by Judge
said she noticed blood fci is on Gir- - and its settlement in the
valley por'
;
ard's clothes.
tion of the county only dates back a ira A. Abbott.
If time is found in the course of
More Crime in Helni Kitchen.
little over two years, the exhibits of
the court and getting juries
opening
New York, Sept.
discov- farm and garden
products were a under way, it is expected that Judge
of
wo
Van
a
of
the
huddled wonder, filling a large hall to over
ery
body
underneath the stoop of .a, big tene- flowing, and the quality was equal to Abbott will resume the hearing of
ment at.240 Wests, U2ndj.- eet today, the best that could be found in any the argument of counsel for T. S.
Hubbell in the pending petition, for
the police believe they have' evidence pun m tho oirir states.
mandamus
and injunction directed
of another murder. The victim, who
special mention snouicl be umuc
,miin The arguis unknown, was about 30 years of age of the efforts put forth by the public against o.v,.a
ment which occupied all the trta-- of
and evidently in poor circumstances.
spirited citizens of the county to se the court on Saturday and Saturday
The section where the body was cure sports and entertainments for the
is understood to have been
found is known as "Hell's Kitchen" people, and every minute of the three night,
about completed, Mr. Childers having
PROTEST AGAINST THE MASSACRES.
and is the stamping ground of bad days and evenings was filled with been
engaged in the closing argument
characters.
something of interest for the visitors when an adjournment was taken Sat
Armenian-American
Citizens of Bosfrom outside of the county.
Large urday night.
ton Hold Mass Meeting to Excrowds of people from various parts
18.
An
JEALOUSY CAUSE OF MURDER.
Christiana, Norway, Sept.
GIRL SERIOUSLY INJURED AT RATON
press Indignation.
of the Territory were in attendance
denial was issued
other
PHILANTHROPIST WISTER
during the three days and all went
of
the
the
of
renewed
DIES IN PENNSYLVANIA.
of
Armenian-charges
today
Scene
the
Sierra
18.
Aleman,
The
County,
Boston, Mass., Sept.
Woman Who Saw Accident Suffers
away expressing their appreciation of
mobilization
of
LitB.
troops
of
H.
A.
Norwegian
Green
American
by
citizens of Boston held
Shooting
Stroke of Paralysis From Shock
the exhibit, and loud in their praise
ton Friday Evening.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 18. Gener
a mass meeting last night to protest made this morning in Swedish papers.
of the showing of the valley.
Recover.
Not
and
May
no
mili
is
It
declared
that
al
Isaac J. Wlster, philanthropist and
Norway
by
against the massacres of Armenians
Owing to the efforts of the Ladies'
exdied today at Claymont
scientist,
in Caucasia. Resolutions were adopt- tary preparations have been made
Miss Manette Myers, a prominent Special to the New Mexican.
Club, which managed the refreshment
as
such
are
a day's illness; age 78
after
absolutely
cept
necessary
Dell,
ed, denouncing the Russian authori- from
young woman of Raton, was knocked
Engle, N. M., Sept. 18. Friday eve stand and turned the profits over to
defensive point of view.
a
years.
them
for
the
responsible
ties, holding
down and seriously injured in that ning about 5 o'clock A. Litton shot and the association, it is believed that
death of thousands of innocent pertown on Saturday by a runaway team killed H. B. Green at Aleman, a sta the fair will about pay all expenses,
sons. Russian local officials were BEEF TRUST COUNSEL WANT DELAY hitched to a loaded ice wagon, and tion on the Santa Fe, ten miles south
thing almost unheard of in such a
Best cabbage, $1.00, Harry
million.
Mrs. D. W. Stevens, who witnessed of here. The full particulars cannot new place.
charged with having actually incited
The exhibits of products of the Averill; 2d best, H. B. Hawkins. Best
the disorders and encouraged Moslem Declare in Federal Court at Chicago the accident, was stricken with total be learned, but the supposition is that
fanactics. The resolutions also appeal
and angry county have been packed and sent red cabbage, A. W. Lentz; 2d best,
Litton was intoxicated
That They Are Not Ready to
paralysis.
to the American people and the govMiss Myers was crossing the street, with Green because the latter had to Albuquerque for exhibition at the $1.00, S. C. Lewis. Best canteloupe,
Proceed.
i
ernment to bring pressure to bear upV. Territorial Fair
this week, thus $1.00, S. C. Lewis. Best frljoles, $1.50,
with her sunshade held so that she been placed in charge of the G.
from
on the government at St. Petersburg
visitors
The
two
or
not
away the re- Nicolas Baca; 2d best, William King.
a
the
see
team
showing
did
18.
coming.
in
previous,
counsel
The
day
ranch,
Linger
Chicago, Sept.
sources
of
Best lettuce, 50c, J. J. Brown. Best
the
.and put an end to the bloodshed.
this
until
over
county.
her right which place Litton had held
the beef trust case declared in federal heavy wagon passed
One particularly noticeable feature onions, $1.50, J. A. Carswell; 2d best,
court today that they were not ready ankle and dislocated it. Her collar time.
Litton is regarded as a bad char- of the entire fair was the good order A. W. Lentz. Best peas, 50c, T. J.
to proceed and expressed their inten bone was broken also.
KING EDWARD REVIEWS SCOTCHMEN
peas, S. C.
Mrs. D. W. Stevens was sitting on acter, and this is not his first offense. sustained; not an extra officer being Heady. Best Black-eyetion to file later in the day a notice
man
nor
J. Heady.
a
T.
drunken
Best
acciLewis.
being
saw
employed
the
pie plant,
He succeeded in making his
of whatever action they decided to her porch near by and
Best parsnip, $1.00, A. W. Lentz. Best
Greatest Number of Kilted Soldiers take. It is understood the packers dent to Miss Myers. The shock was for the present, but officers are on seen during the three days.
To much credit cannot be given to pumpkin, not irrigated, $1.00, S. Cox.
Seen Under Arms Since the Batwill attack the validity of the grand so great to her that she was stricken his track, and he will undobutedly be
B. Grimshaw, assistant to the presi Best radishes, 50c, Kayser & Cluff.
S.
recover
cannot
She
with
tle of Flooden Field.
which
voted
paralysis.
indictments
apprehended.
ury
against
and general manager of the Sm- Best squash, Irrigated, $1.00, T. J.
dent
of
matter
Is
a
now merely
and death
Mrs. Green, the wife of the deceased,
them.
a short time. Mrs. Stevens is the wife arrived Saturday from Roswell, and ta Fe Central Railway, and to Frank Heady. Best rutabaga, $1.00, Kayser
Edinburg, Sept. 18. The greatest
of a prominent business man of Ra took charge of her husband's body, Dlbert, assistant treasurer of the same & Cluff. Best squash, not irrigated,
CAR OVERTURNED IN TUNNEL.
muster of Scotchmen under arms
ton.
which will be shipped to Roswell for road, who were untiring In their ef $1.00, J. W. Harling. Best Hubbard
since the battle of Flooden Field was
2d
forts to make this first fair of Tor squash, $1.00, Kayser & Cluff;
interment.
reviewed by King Edward here today. New York Central Train Meets With
summer
ranee
a
a
credit
success
Best
and
squash,
William
County
King.
MORA
COUNTY.
TWO ACCIDENTS IN
Accident No Fatal Injuries.
volunteers
Scotch
Nearly 40,000
to the management.
It was through A. W. Lentz; 2d, H. Averill. Sweet
RUSSIAN ENVOYS REACH ENGLAND them that the grounds were secured
marched past his majesty.
potatoes, $1.00, Mrs. Duke. Water
ne
New York, Sept.
car of Hamon Saiz and Son Lose Their Lives
8ir Thomas Lipton Injured By Fall
and that the Artillery Band from melon, not irrigated,
jl.uu, J. J.
Andrada
Modesto
and
at
Sanchez,
the express train bound for Boston
From Horse.
Wltte and His Colleagues Ar- Santa Fe, which did so much to add Brown; irrigated, $5.00, T. J. Heady;
Sergius
Injured Near Roy.
rived in Plymouth Today and Pro
Edinburg, Sept. 18. Sir Thomas was overturned today in the New
to the entertainment of the visitors, 2d, S. C. Lewis. Best potatoes, $1.00,
of
tunnel
Central
the
one
and
of
York
regitwelve
ofllcer
ceeded to Cherbourg.
perwas engaged.
Lipton,
To them also is due Mrs. Cox; 2d, Mrs. L .M. Williams.
Ramon Saiz and his son, Andres,
The accident was
ments, was thrown from his horse by sons injured.
for the greater part of the First prize on bread, $2.00, Gladys Cor-betthe
credit
Mora
at
lives
lost
their
Sanchez,
Plymoutiii-ixslan- d,
it suddenly swerving. His mouth was caused by an open switch. The pas
Sept. 18 The advertising which was done, thus
2d, $1, Rosa Lee. Collection of
were workcut and his arm and shoulder bruised, sengers in the overturned car were County, last week. They
Kaiser Wilhelm II, having on bringing the fair to the notice of the art, James Walker. Quilts, 1st, Mrs.
steamer
overcome
were
an
well
in
old
and
thrown about violently but none sus- ing
but his injuries are not serious.
board Mr. Witte and his colleagues,
trains run from J. A. Dunlavy; 2d, Mrs. Rose. Collec
The
by foul air and gases and asphyxiated arrived here today. The Russians, people. Fe andspecial
tained fatal injuries.
Intermediate points tion of needlework, 1st, Mrs. Corbett;
Santa
death resulting.
who were all in good health, went on were gotten up by Mr. Grimshaw and 2d, Miss Cowglll. Best embroidery
Near Roy, Mpra County, last week,
SELLING PRICES OF OILS ADVANCED
to Cherbourg where they will land Mr. Dibert and were the means or Mrs. Whitlock; 2d, Mrs. L. A. Bond.
AT
SUICIDE
AND
MURDER
PONY,
Modesto Andrada,
aged 12 years, this
evening.
bringing many people who otherwise Best drawn work, Miss Carrie Lentz;
while attempting to jump across a
Standard Oil Company Raises Refined Because of Trouble
would have been unable to attend.
2d, Mrs. J. P. Dunlavy. Alfalfa, $1,
Management
Ovjr
and
was
bottom
to
the
thrown
gully
f
Cent and
Product
of
List
The
Premiums.
Mai
Old
Shoots
His
of
(not irrigated) Sidney Cox; 2d, (irriProperty,
a rock fell on his head, crushing the MANUEL CHAVES FOUND
Gasoline 1 Cent a Gallon.
The following is the list of pre gated), Harry Averill. Wheat, 1st, $5,
Wife and Himself.
skull. The boy was otherwise bruised
NOT GUILTY OF MURDER.
miums given at the fair:
Diego Serna; 2d, H. M. Cluff. Field
and had one leg broken. He has a
The
18
Cleveland. Ohio. Sent.
Best collection of vegetables, 1st corn, highest stalk, 101-- 2 feet, $1.00,
18. W. S. Crews,
Mont.,
Sept.
Pony,
slight chance of recovery,.
In the second judicial district court $5, A. W.
Standard Oil Company today ad an old and
Lentz; 2d best, T. J. Heady, Manuel Gonzales; 2d, H. M. Cluff.
prominent resident of this
for Valencia County, Judge Ira A. Ab Best
vanced the selling price of all grades
50c, A. W. Lentz. Best Best ear, $1.00, M. B. Atkinson; 2d
asparagus
and instantly killed his
shot
place,
f
cent a gallon,
bott, presiding, last week Manuel beet, 50c, Mrs. Cox; 2d best beet, J. & J.
TREATY
of refined oil
On
himself
last
and
Pope. Best corn in ear, $5.00.
wife
night.
who was indicted for the mur Samuel Otero. Best
and gasoline one cent a gallon.
50c, H M. Cluff.
Cane, 1st, $1.00, M. B,
DEMONSTRATIONS Chaves,
beet,
sugar
their marriage Crews signed over to
der of Martin Rael, was found not Earnest Hoover. Best hill of beans
H. C. Williams. ' Kaffir
2d,
and
his
the
all
Atkinson;
property,
his wife
guilty.
&
2d
Cluff
;
A.
Carswell corn, 1st, $1.00, H. C. Williams. Milo
best J.
Keyser
THIRTEEN NEW CASES Of CHOLERA management of his former possessions Continue to Be Held In Japan. But
Best
collection
of
N
$1.50,
beans,
v.
them.
Kayser maize, 1st, Romulo Chavez; 2d, Pope
between
Has
trouble
Been
There
rthsr
has caused
& Cluff; 2d best, Nicolas Baca. Best Brothers.
ROOMING HOUSE '
Millet, 1st, $1.00, H. C.
WYETT
lence.
202
Bulletin
of
Gives Total
Official
Mrs. J. D. Childers.
M,
2d
AT
A.
W.
2d,
ALAMOGORDO.
BURNED
18.
Williams;
best,
beans,
snap
Lentz;
An
PAYS
TRIBUTE
Tokio, Sept.
treat,
BOSTON
Victims From the Disease In
B. Atkinson.
Best chili, Mrs. Cox Oats, 1st, $2.50, William King; 2d, A.
to be l.!
TO MAYOR P. A. COLLINS. demonstrations continu
Berlin.
in different localities tit there h&
Saturday morning at 4 o'clock the Best castor bean, 50c, Harry Averill, W. Lentz. Sunflower, 1st, 50c, R. O.
no
18.
further
been
violen
The
,
rooming house at Alamogordo Best Collard $ 1.50, Mrs. Cox. Best Whitlock; 2d, A. W. Lentz. Red
Business
met
18.
Wyett
Boston.
Mass.,
Sept.
The official bulle
Berlin, Sept.
to be on fire and the corn, sweet, $1.00, Keyser & Cluff. clover, 1st, $1.00, Harvey Averill. Bardiscovered
of
bers
the
was
progressi
tin says there were thirteen new cases generally was suspended in the city
contents
were entirely Best corn, pop, 50c, Tom Monk; 2d ley, 1st, $1.00, N. M. Fuel and Iron Co.
and
united
are
the
but
over
constitutionalists
funeral
services
building
the
six
deaths from noon today during
of cholera and
Is
loss
The
divided
in
their attitude towards ihe destroyed.
only partially best, Mrs. Cox. Best cucumbers, 50c, Rye, 1st, $1.00, Kayser & Cluff; 2d,
the body of the late Mayor Patrick
Saturday until noon today, making
S. C. Lewis; 2d best, Mrs. T. J. Ver- Insurance.
covered
by
settlement.;
71
cases
peace,
A. Collins.
and
deaths.
total of 202
Chicago, Sept. 18. Delegates repre
senting the various trade, industrial
and producing interests of the country
are to hold a conference in Chicago,
October
The object of this conference is to impress upon Congress
the wide extent of the demand by the
people for the legislation outlined in
the President's last annual message
to Congress as follows:
"The interstate commerce commis
sion should be vested with power.
where a given rate has been chal
lenged and after a full hearing found
to be unreasonable,
to decide, sub
ject to judicial review, what shah be
a reasonable rate to take its place;
the ruling of the committee to take
effect immediately and to obtain un
NORWAY DENIES THE CHARGES.
less and until it is reversed by the
court of review."
States That There Have Been No
This conference also will endeavor
to arouse public interest in the moveMilitary Preparations Save
Those Really Necessary.
ment.
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It is reported that United States
SAMPLE OF NEW MEXICO CATIA.COME & GABLE, Proprietors.
Senator Stephen B. Elkins, chairman
TLE ASSESSMENTS.
The value for assessment placed up- of the Senate Committee on Railroads
on cattle In New Mexico by the Ter- is preparing a bill which, it is claimed,
BLOOD
PRINTING ritorial Board of Equalization is not an will be satisfactory to the President,
THE NEW MEXICAN
thorthe
to
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and
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railroad
unfair one,
people
things being
Contagious Blood Poison more
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
ered. However, there are cattle own- panies. The Senator is well known oughly poisons the blood than any othei
of the body is afEditor ers and cattle owners, some of them throughout the country as a brainy disease. Every part becomes intrenched
MAX. FROST
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virus
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make fair assessment returns and oth- man who has a full understanding of
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the circulation; red eruptions break
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Manager
Board of Equalization in this city last wishes of President Roosevelt in rePERCY F. KNIGHT,
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and
Treasurer
Secretary
dent. It seems that a certain "cow hopes that the report will prove true splotches appear on the body, etc.
man" a rough and rugged old fellow although this it doubts. Senator Elat
Entered as Second Class Matter
I was afflicted with blood poison, and
who evidently knew a good deal about kins is well knowh as opposed to govthe best doctors did me no Rood, though
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the while.
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tion who understands something about its own and an independent tributary
signs of it are
ever seen again.
cattle, mildly inquired of the "rough country, there can be no lasting
Those who have
son of toil" how ground for enmity on account of conand horny-handeUMON
.ABEL;
been cured by
long he had been in the cattle busi- flict of interests. As New Mexico beS. S. S. can feel
VEGETABLE.
PURELY
-- more
xne
other
comes
ume
ness.
densely populated
un, proDamy aoout
Feather and Linen Drawn
Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax,
assured that
bewas
will
into
the
lowns
I
born
were
entered
MOUNTAIN
it,"
importance
grow
ROCKY
you
THE ST. LOUIS,
Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
none of the poison is left in the blood to
answer. "How could you manage to tween Santa Fe and Albuquerque and transmit to innocent
& PACIFIC MEANS BUSI- OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
The enoffspring.
(sell sixteen hundred steers out of the day will come when Albuquerque's tire body is built tip and the blood made
NESS.
iismEaBmssxmMM
One of the railroad needs of north-- a herd of ony eighteen hundred head," business and industrial interests will pure, rich and healthy by this great remhas been an east and was the question asked by the mem- - lieem as far from those of Santa Fe edy. Book with instructions for home
ern New Mexico
....
.1
nr.
ml . ..,
i.U.,4.
fkVn1ot(n.
west line, i ne resources ol umi pan uer. meie was uu uucuiijicu c.inun as those of Washington, D. C, are treatment and any medical advice desired
The from those of Philadelphia, which two will be given free of charge.
not
did
which
tion
explain.
compare
the
of
Territory
countowns are about ihe same distance THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.
of
southaction
the
of
board sustained the
those
with
favorably
If
as are Albuquerque and Santa
case.
in
this
New
commissioners
apart
southwestern
and
ty
eastern
there are many such cases in this P'e. In the meanwhile, let Santa fe
Mexico which in late years have
THREE JURORS CURED.
the urenonderance of invest- - Territory it is no wonder that the num do all it can to help to make the Al
a
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.
ments of capital and a large share ber of cattle on the assessment rolls buquerque and the Las Vegas fairs
of great success.
Small
Of Cholera Morbus with One
This will all be is estimated to be about
of immigration.
St. those actually owned and on New
Bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholvery soon, for the
changed
Rail&
Mexico ranges.
Pacific
era
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
An
W.
H.
to
Louis, Rocky Mountain
Congress
Delegate
if anything, is prompt. It was
way which will build from the northdrews,
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
eastern corner of the Territory to JAPAN'S DIPLOMATIC TRIUMPH. only last week that a petition was Mr. G. W. Fcwler, of Hightower,
It is gradually dawning upon the forwarded to him for his endorsement Ala., relates an expe-ienhe had
Elizabethtown and later on beyond,
evidently means business, as on Sat world that Japan in her peace nego- for the establishment of a rural mail while serving on a petit jury in a murLarge Sample Poems for Commercial Travelers.
been as triumphant as route from Santa Fe to
has
the
for
contract
tiations
seat
the
der
awarded
at
case
it
Edwardsville, county
urday
Tesuque and
Xvdiesrico
STe, 7
"Tas.n.in.grtii JLirexiia.s
construction of 120 miles of its pro- - she was upon the battlefield and
Fria by way of Sunmount and of Cleburne county, Alabama. He says :
- Agua
exfn tho THnh fnnstniption on the sea. Several articles by
meat
some
fresh
he has already enlisted the aid of "While there I ate
versed as to the
Senator Boise Penrose, of Pennsylva- and some souse meat and 't gave me
Company of Denver, as the following perts, who are fully
article in one of Denver's newspapers resources of Japan and Its financial nia, who is chairman of the Senate cholera morbus in a very severe form.
conditions, assert that Japan stopped committee on post roads and post of I was never sick in my life and sent
indicates:
of
the war in the nick of time. The fices, in behalf of the project. With to the
Construction
Utah
Company
"The
drug store for a certain cholera
Denver has secured the contract for per capita wealth of Japan is very, such aid, if there is any merit In the mixture, but the druggist sent me a
building the entire 120 miles of the very small, as it is in all densely popu- proposition at all and there is a dis- bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
The resourSt. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific lated oriental countries.
on
of the county to keep and Diarrhoea Remedy instead, saying
taxed position roadspart
were
Mexiof
nation
ces
the
severely
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
New
Des
from
Moines,
in repair, there will be that he had what I sent for, but that
Railway
county
co, on the Colorado & Southern, west- as much by the long years of prepara- no difficulty and no delay in establish this medicine was so much better he
ward to the Elizabethtown
mining tion for the war as by the war iself ing the route.
would rather send It to me In the fix I
district. The line will intersect the and another six months of warfare
was In. I took one dose of it and was
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Ra- upon an extensive scale would have
:The city council better in five minutes. The second dose
Post
"Washington
,
the
Koeh-lercountry.
hopelessly bankrupted
ton, and the Dawson Railway at
of Atlanta has passed a resolution cen- cured me entirely. Two fellow-juror- s
twenty-fou- r
miles south of Raton. The elder statesmen saw that clearly
comsuring Mayor Woodward for appearing were afflicted in the same manner and
sent
the
peace
when
they
"Except in Cimarron Canon the road and
before the League of American Muni- one small bottle cured the three of
were
will have a maximum grade of 1 per missioners to Portsmouth, they
cipalities at Toledo 'in a state of par- us." For sale by all druggists.
to
everyinstructions
under
cent.
yield
call for
The specifications
tial intoxication.' The mayor should
of
eighty-pounrails, and a favorable thing but honor for the sake
contract has been placed with the peace. It was recognized that Russia explain that he did not have time to A BUSINESS MAN'S
intoxicated." Topeka
wholly
MEAL FOR 25 CENTS.
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, as such, was invulnerable and needed get
which will deliver them as soon as merely to withdraw its armies beyond State Journal.
"li-- J
to
Albuthe
Respectfully referred
indefinitely bcyonu tne reach
The funds for the enter- - Jti.P Arn
While your family is away or if
possible.
Joint
Statehood
querque
of
League. you are too busy to go home, It is
any large Japanese force, and then
by the sale!
prise
of ;,500,000 of 5 per cent first mort- - adopt a Fabian policy of harrassing Sabe?
just as well for you to know that you
gage bonds to a syndicate organized and waiting in order to triumph
can get a delicious meal at the Bon
by Fisk & Robinson of New York.
eventually. The game was not new to
If it is a fact that a secret treaty Ton Lunch Counter, served in the
"The work on the new railroad will Russia at all, and it is a wonder that was made between Czar Nicholas and daintiest manner. You cannot
1
imagine
oe commenced very shortly, and when she yielded as much as she did. Then the
Mikado of Japan by which the for how appetizingly good these meals are
finished it will be a valuable property. Baron Komura worked his bluff. He mer was to
pay the Mikado a war until you try one. Meals served at
Jt will open up a very rich mining asked for far more than he hoped to
of five hundred millions of all hours and there is the same comindemnity
field in New Mexico and will connect 'get He stuck to his demands valiant- - dollars in
BROTHER BOTULPH,
annual installments of one fort, the same neat and appetizingly
with the Colorado & Southern and the ly and as a result, while at the last hundred millions
each year, it Is not delicious china-- , the same careful serSanta Fe. It will be a standard gauge moment apparently yielding gracious- at all discreditable to the judg- vice
and, in fact, all the advantages of
road."
ly, he obtained more for Japan than ment of the Russian,
This eating at home.
Emperor.
The importance of this new line he had secretly hoped for. In diplomagreement if made and carried out
to northern New Mexico cannot be acy, modern Japan is as little to be will not hurt Russia
as
Cause of Insomnia.
overestimated. It will open a region outdone as in military tactics.
much as a six month's or a year's
Indigestion
to settlement that is practically virgin
nearly always disturbs
continuance of the
war the
sleep more or less and is often the
and which in natural resources, fine
The Albuquerque Journal yesterday would have done.
cause of insomnia. Many cases have
ALL PERIODICALS
climate and scenic attractions is not printed an eleven
edition,
page
been permanently cured by Chamber
inferior to any other portion of the which, in its own language, it calls a
It pays to be the son of a President lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. For
southwest.
The star of New
freak in New Mexico journalism and
is surely in the ascendancy, state- naturally it takes great pride there of a life or fire insurance company sale by all druggists.
hood or
in. The eleventh page is very beau The son of President McCall of the
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
New York Life entered its service
tifully printed on heavy, white paper, four
A Remedy Without a Peer. .
now
is
and
years
ago
receiving
SANTA FE NEEDS A SEWER SYS- but is in reality an advertising dodg
"I find Chamberlain's Stomach and
er of an Albuquerque plumbing firm, an annual salary of $14,000. He was Liver Tablets more beneficial
TEM.
.
than any
"The city officials are looking into and is printed on one side only. From appointed an employe of the company other remedy I ever used for stomach
the
he
after
his
day
graduated from
the question of the installation of a a newspaper standpoint that is com
university.
College educations seem trouble," says J. P. Klote, of Edlna,
sewerage system for the business por- - imendable enterprise, and from plumb to
be good investments In insurance Mo. For any disorder of the stomach,
tion of the town, and the Independent ing firm's standpoint it is good bust- biliousness or constipation, these Tabbusiness.
sincerely hopes that they will con- - ness, but from the standpoint of Unlets are without a peer. For sale by
tinue the start made and push the im- - cle Sam's postal laws and regulations
all druggists.
The governor of Arkansas and the
provement to successful completion, and the strict construction placed up-I- t
Can be obtained at the
is only a matter of time until the on them lately, it is a dubious proce-cit- attorney general of that state are
Cured
of
Lame
Back After 15 Years
must be provided with proper (dure to print an eleventh page in the not on speaking terms. The attorney
of Suffering.
the
The necessity form of an advertising dodger and general has threatened to kill
sewerage facilities.
CERRILLOS and MONERO
"I had been troubled with lame back
exists and has 'existed for a long sending it through the mails at second governor on sight. The governor still
while. We, of course, appreciate the class rates. The New Mexican calls lives. This is evidently like some of for fifteen years and I found a com
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal at wholesale and ret II. We want to
fact that such an improvement costs the attention of the Journal to this the threats that emanate from some of plete recovery in the use of Chamber call your attention to the superior quality of our LUMP COAi.. which is
money, and that the finances of the fact so that it may prevent unpleasant- the eminent politicians and lawyers in lain's Pain Balm," says John G. Bisher, screened, free from dirt and bone.
CORD WOOD, FIRE WOOD AND KINDLING, cut any desired size.
city are not particularly 'flush' at the ness with Uncle Sam thereafter and the Duke City. This kind of talk is Glllam, Ind. This liniment is also
without an equal for .sprains and
present time. But once installed the even at the sacrifice of "qaintness," getting too cheap.
All orders will receive
and careful attention. Office: Garfield
bruises. It is for sale by all druggists Avenue, near A. T. & S. prompt
money will never be missed and the make its special editions twelve inF. Depot, 'Phone No. 85, Santa Fe,. N. M.
stead of eleven pages in the future.
benefits resulting will be great."
Preparations for the Northern New
Silver City Independent.
Mexico Fair at Las Vegas are being
(Homestead Entry No. 5878.)
Estancia during the past week has pushed energetically and efficiently by
This describes
the situation in
Notice for Publication.
Santa Fe. A good sewer system is 'shown what even a small community Manager W. O. Buddecke. If the fair
of the Interior.
Vears' Experience.
Department
Telephone list, ft
greatly needed here and must be put can do if there is harmony and en does not prove a grand success it will
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
in sooner or later and that sooner, thusiasm behind a public cause. The not be the manager's fault.
Office at Exchange 8 tablet
September 14, 1905.
Property owners on Palace Avenue success of the Estancia fair is rather
Notice is hereby given that the fol
and on Water Street taxed themselves a reproach to Santa Fe which with
Those who know, assert that the lowing named settler has filed notice
by contributions and a few years ago the advantage of a good fruit year, its conduct of the business of the fire in of his intention to make final
proof in
constructed sewers on the streets they magnificent orchards, the prestige of surance
is more rotten than support of his claim, and that said
companies
live on, although this should have its history and the fact that it is the that of the life insurance
corporations. proof will be made before the register
been done by the city. These sew- - capital, has been unable to hold its Is this
and receiver at Santa Fe, New Mexi
possible?
ers are found to be inadequate and a annual horticultural fair for sheer lack
co, on
thoroughly modern system must be of enterprise. In a year in which fruit
NOVEMBER 1, 1905.
The people of Santa Fe and Santa
''
other crops have been abundant
.;.V
inaugurated and that in the early
Stable In Connection.
:'V
ture.
.and of prime quality there is certainly Fe County should be well represented viz: FLORENCIO VIGIL of Coyote,
on Santa Fe day tomorrow at the New Mexico, for the SE 2 NE
ENTRANCE OPPOSITE P. WUNSCHMANN A CO.'t OFFICE.
j no
adequate excuse for not holding
If this comes to Sec. 22, and SW 4 NW
Fair.
NW
and
Albu-th- e Albuquerque
an
such
exhibition.
As
as
to
Morton
of
President
long
According
it will be well for all concerned.
Sec. 23, T. 21 N., R. 3 E.,
SW
Equitable Life Assurance Society querque and Las Vegas alone outdo pass
N. M. P. M.
there will be less brilliancy and less tne Capital City in that direction, the
He names the following witnesses
frenzied financiering in its business af- - sting is not so deep but now that
How s This?
fairs and more honesty and more con- - little Estancia, scarce three years old, We Offer One Hundred Dollari Reward for to prove his continuous residence upsideration for the interests of the , has shown that it can hold a success- - any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by on and cultivation of .said land, viz.:
Preclliano Martinez, Oasiano Galle- (jure.
policy holders hereafter. Good for ful horticultural and agricultural ex- Han i (jatarrn
K, J. (JHENBY A CO., Toledo. O.
DEJIXjIEXfc X3ST
hibition, it is certainly up to Santa
We. the underilerned. have known V. J gos, Antonio
,
Serrano, Jesus Maria
you, Mr. Morton?
Cheney for the 1 it 15 year, and believe him Serrano, all of Coyote, New Mexico.
Fe and its people to be ashamed.
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
perfectly honorable In all builnen transacFRED. MULLER,
tions and financially able to carry out any
Having irresponsible and not al
Imported and Native Wiuee lor Family Use.
The city administration Is still obligation! made by thla firm.
Receiver.
ways evenly balanced men as attor- A MBVIM,
TVALDING, AllfN
OUR SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBrayer,
nevs in legal matters usually turns out soundly sleeping when it comes to
Wholesale DruKltt, Toledo, O.
la
Cure
Hall's
taken
Catarrh
intarnallv.
Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old Jordan and Mono,
to
and
emthe
to
the clients who
detrimental
paving act I directly upon the blood and muoom
city improvements
Legal blanks of every descriptioa,
gram, Ky , Whiskies.
He who runs .of sidewalks and street crossings. This surface of the system. Testimonials sent and conforming to the laws of New
dIov such persons.
75 cent,
pr bottl' sWbyall Mexico, are on hand and for sale by
may read; if the shoe pinches there manana policy is a great detriment j
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA
and a drawback to this town.
Tale Hall'i family PUli for constipation, the New Mexican Printing Company,
it applies.
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IT'S ALL IN THE LOCATION

BANK

Chicago was built In

:

la a victory over the

desert; Albuquerque is between the shifting sands of the Rio Grande on the west
and the desert mesa on the east;

WIL,LA

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
HENRY L. WALDO, VI' President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

THE GATEWAY

Has the location. It is at the Junction of the Santa Fe Central and the Santa Fe "Cut Off," the new trunk line from
Chicago to the Pacific; It is a natural gateway to all points of the compass; i: surrounded by a fine grazing country with
it has od water in abundagricultural
undeveloped;
possibilities
ance at a depth of thirty-fivfeet below the surface.
It Is owned by the

Surplus and Undivided Profits (55,000.

Capital (150,000.

a swamp; Colorado Springs

$

OF SANTA FE.

3

e

Transacts a general banking business In all its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonjy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month'- or year's term.
money-transmittin-

Willard Town and Improvement Company.
SSNmBS'bP8,

WILBUR A. DUN LAW, Vice Pres.
L0US c BECKER
nr.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent,
Estancla, New Mextoo.
Carl A. Dalles, manager of The John Becker Co. store at Willard has
charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Corbett

g

'

-

Liberal advances made on consignments

of live stock

and

products.

The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is, consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully so
'

-

licited.

PROCEEDINGS

the Territorial Board of Equaliza
tion at its September Meeting, A.

Of
C

D.,

1905.

The Territorial Board of Equaliza
tion, met at the Terrlto-la- !
Capitol,
New Mexico, the seat of Government,
in obedience to the command o f the
statute, there being present Messrs.
Duncan, Hinkle,
Ervlen, Sandoval,
Mahoney and Jaramillo, duly commls- sioned members of said board, and
All Kinds of Building Material.
there being a quorum of eald members present, the board then proceed
CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
ed to organize.
On motion duly seconded and car
ried, Mr. J. S. Duncan, was elected
Delivered to any part of the City.
president and Mr. Venceslao Jarami
lo was elected secretary of the said
TRANSFER. AND STORAGE
hoard to serve for the term of two
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.
years.
On motion duly seconded and carBranch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N K ried Manuel It.
Phore .35 Santa Fe
Otero was chosen interpreter at this meeting of 'the board.
Mr. Correy, tax agent of the Denver
& Rio Grande R. R. Co., appeared before the board in the matter of the apNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
peal of said Company from the action
BOSWBLU NEW MKXICO.
of the Board of County Commmlssion-er- s
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
of Rio Arriba
County, and the
heard
Board
argument took
having
Established and Supported by the Territory.
the case under advisement.
In the matters of the appeals of H.
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern CoJ. Ramer, W. B. Brunton, appeals from
comNew
and
all
modern
and
lleges.
furnishings
buildings,
equipments
Mora county, the board after hearing
all conveniences.
baths, watar-workplete; steam-heatethe
argument of A. T. Rogers, Jr., atTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $200 per session. Session Is
torney
representing said appeal, took
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
the same under advisement.
ROSWEMr is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
In the matters of the appeals of La
Cueva Ranch Co., Hadley & Hallett,
REGENTS Nathan Taffa, VV. At Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
and David C. Denel, appeals from Moand E. A. Cahoon
ra county, the board after hearing Mr.
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
Fcr particulars address
Loudon, attorney for said appellants,
took le same under advisement.
In the matter of the Denver & Rio
Grande R ,R. Company
appeal, the
matter having been before the board
and fully considered, upon Investiga
tion and plats available the board
finds that the D. & R. G. R. R. Co.,
should be assessed thirty one and semiles of main line
ven tenths (31
No. 117 San Francisco St.
In Santa Fe County, and one hundred
ft
and nine and seven tenths (109
miles of main line in Rio Arriba Coun
?!
We Guarantee Out
ty, and ordered that such corrections
be made by the proper officials.
5!
Upon the appeal of the Denver &
Rio Grande R. R. Co., appeal from Rio
Arriba County is hereby sustained
I!
?!
and the values placed at the January
I!
?!
and the
meeting ordered to stand;
l
& Rio
return made by the Denver
is
R.
R.
Grande
Co.,
approved
hereby
?!
il
for .the year 1905.
l
?!
In the appeal of Elias Martinez,
New and Second Hand Bicycles, and Bicycle
U
appeal from Board of County Commis
sioners of Sandoval County, the apSundries,
?!
peal was sustained.
In the matter of the appeal of Nica- nor
kinds
Martinez, appeal from he Board
all
Gun Repairing, Key Fitting, and
Sandoval
of County Commissioners,
?!
of machine work promptly
is
sustained.
the
appeal
county,
In the matter of the appeal of Ferdone.
1
nando Aran jo, appeal frjm the action
of the Board of County Commission
ers Sandoval county, tho anneal is

CHARLES W. DUDROW

LUMBER - SASH - DOORS
CERMLLOS AND HAGAN COAL
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sustained.
In the matter of the appeal of Alfre
do Sandoval, appeal from the action of

P

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

&

rtesh Fruits in Season!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
Stn Miguel Street, Near tbe

Old Church, Santa

Fe,.N.

M.

Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations, Floral
Design.). Telephone No. ti, P. O. Box 417.

Cut Flowers

&

Chas Wagner Fatnitute Co.

the Board of County Commissioners,
of the County of Sandoval, the appeal
was mi stained as far as the land Is
concerned in full, and in regard to the
sheep, six hundred and sixty (660)
head are hereby assessed against the
said Alfredo Sandoval
In the matter of the appeal of J. M.
Sandoval, anneal from tin action of
the Board of County commissioners
Sandoval county, the appeal is sustained in part and the final assessment on sheep shall be 2,700 head and
all other property fixed as originally

returned.
In the matter of appeal of Erlnea C.
de GreigO, the appeal Is sustained in
regard to real estate and the County

county
Commissioners of Sandoval
c." $415.00 on
extent
to
the
sustained
Furniture. Que?nsware, Outtlerv Tnware
personal property, making tlhe total
Stoves and Eanges.
assessed valuation of personal prop
erty $500.00, total $740.00 in all.
Goods! of All Kinds Sold 00
Household
In the matter of the appeal of Mel- men
t
Easv
ay
quiadez M. Y. Grelgo, appeal from the
action of the Board of County ComBuy and Sell all kind of Second EandQooat missioners, Sandoval county, the ap
nea! is herebv sustained in part and
Plcto
the final assessment shall be $150.00
and Emnaiming
the exemption already having been
rhna. Warner Llnnnand Kmhalmer
allowed
by this board.
Stree
Residence 'Phone No. 1.
Telephone No. 10. 8an Francisco
In the matter of the appeal of Jesus
Ma. Gutierrez, appeal from the action
of the Board of County Commissioners, Sandoval county, tne appeal is
sustained in part and the final assessment shall be $150.00 the exemption
already having been allowed by this
board.
In the matter of the appeal of Jose
All Kinds of Soda Water, Bottled California Champagne Cider,
C. de Baca, anneal from the action of
.
Grape Fruit Champagne, Cherry Fruit Cider.
the Board of County Commissioners
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
Sandoval county, the appeal is hereby
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
sustained in part, the real estate va
Telephone No. 38.
lue is hereby fixed at $1,362.50, and
Montezuma 'Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
the sheep reduced from the sum as
Dealer In

Fffiorf!'Uta,

HENRY KRICK
Letup's St. Louis Beer.

1

raised by the county commissioners
and finally fixed at 1,500 head.
In the matter of the appeal of Esqui-pul- a
Baca, appeal from the action of
the Board of County Commissioners,
Sandoval county, the appeal Is hereby sustained except as to the real estate, as added by the Board of County
Commissioners.
In the matter of the appeal of Mrs.
M. S. Otero, from the action of the
Board of County Commissioners, San- doval county, the appeal Is rejected
and the assessment is ordered to stand
as made by the Board of County Commissioners of said county.
In the matter of the appeal of the
Valles Land Company, appeal from
the County Commissioners, Sandoval
county, the appeal is hereby rejected
and the county commissioners of said
county sustained.
In the appeal of L. C. Parker, and H.
W. & L. C. Parker, appeal from the action of the Board of County Commissioners, Grant count', the appeal is
sustained and the action of the county
commissioners set aside.
In the appeal of John S. Swift,
appeal from the action of the Board of
County Commissioners, Grant county,
the appeal Is sustained and the action
of the coun ty commissioners set aside.
In the appeal
of W. S. Cox.
from the action of the Board of County Commissioners, Bernalillo county,
tne appeal is hereby sustained and
the action of the county commissioners is set aside.
In the matter of the appeal of G.
appeal from tha Board of
Bernalillo
County
Commissioners,
county, the appeal is rejected and the
action of the county commissioners Is
sustained.
In the matter of the appeal of the
Pecos Vallev & North Eastern Ry. Co.,
the Board of County Commissioners of
Roosevelt county, the appeal Is hereby sustained and the action of the
board of county commissioners
set
aside.
In the matter of the appeal of the
A. T. & S. F. R. R. Co., from the Board
of County Commissioners
of Luna
county, the appeal Is rejected and the
action of the board of c unty commls-sfoner- s

sustained.
In the matter of the appeal of the
Manhattan Gold Mining & Milling
Company, from the action of the
County Commissioners of Grant coun
ty, tlhe appeal Is hereby rejected, and
the board of county commissioners

sustained.
In the matter of the appeal of Jose
Felipe Castillo from the action of the
So
Board of County Commissioners,
corro county, the appeal is hereby,'
sustained and the action of the board
of county commissioners set aside, j
In the matter of the appeal of Fran-ciscCastillo y Pino, from the action
of the Board of County Commission-- !
ers of Socorro county, the appeal Is
hereby sustained and the action of the
set
board of county commissioners
aside.
In the matter of the appeal of James
A. Cree, from the action of the Board
of Lincoln
of County Commissioners
is
the
hereby
rejected
county,
appeal
and the board of county commissioners is hereby sustained and the assessment of 2,500 head of cattle In controversy shall be assessed in Lincoln
county.
In the matter of the appeal of Price

Bros. & Co., of Socorro county, from
the Board of County Commissioners,
of said county, the appeal is hereby
sustained in part and the final value
as fixed by this board shall be on all
property a total of $17,000.00.
In the matter of the appeal of the
Assessor of Torrance county, regard
ing Macarlo Torres, the appeal of the
assessor of Torrance county Is sustained In part and the total number of
sheep Is 'hereby fixed at. 3,000 head.
In the matter of the appeal of the
Assessor or Torrance county, regarding the Dunlavy Mercantile Co. of
said county, the appeal of the said

assessor

is

sustained

In

0, K. BARBER SHOP
Three First Class Barbers.
High Grade Shoe Shiner,
largest & Best Tubs in City

LIVERY STABLE.
--

s-

I

I

part to the

amount of $5,150.00 on merchandise Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
making the final assessed valuation of
Buggies, Surreys, Hacks.
the said Dunlavy Mercantile Company
in the sum of $14,450.00.
Call up 'Phone No. 9 when in need
In the matter of the appeal of the
of Anythnig In the Livery Line.
Assessor of Torrance county, regardDrivers Furnished.. Reasonable
ing the Acme Shoe Company, the apRates.
peal of the said assessor is hereby

sustained.
In the matter of the appeals of W. B.
Williams, Baker Bros., J. T. Muir, M.
D. Roberts, R. II. Speed, Cureton Cattle Company, and J. J. Bell, appeals
from the action of the Board of Coun
of Grant county,
ty Commissioners
the appeals are hereby rejected and
the board of county commissioners is
sustained.
In the matter of the appeal of H. J.
Ramer, from the action of the Board

S3

fruit

of County Commissioners
of Mora
county, the appeal is hereby sustained
and the action of the board of county
commissioners is set aside.
In the matter of the appeal of Hadley & Hallet, from the Board of County Commissioners of Mora county, the
appeal is sustained and the action of
said board of county commissioners is
set aside.
In the matter of the'appeal of the La
Cueva Ranch Co., from the T'r.r
County Commissioners of Mora county, the appeal is hereby sustained and
the action of the said board is set
aside.
In the matter of David C. Duel, appeal from the Board of County Commissioners of Mora county, the appeal
is hereby sustained and the action of
the said board of county commissioners is set aside.
In the appeal of W. B. Brunton from the Board of County Com- (Continued

cn Page Six.)
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jjjoxes
Apples and

Peach Boxes
by the Car or by
the Hundred
We Carry Stock in Santa

Fe and Espanola.

Write fbr prices.
C.

L.

POLLARD, CO..

ESPANOLA, N. M.
'

35
$25
ALIFORNIA
Chcap Ratcs

Beginning September I5th and until October 31st
the "Santa Fe" will Sell Tickets to Points in California and intermediates where present rates are higher for $25.00 Same to points on Phoenix Line.
k3t;t;

LA

mtai aytiii

iui

culars and literature
L. C, YOCUJW,

iuiiiaii.i

Agent.

Vegas
pitTHEHfl

8

T. W. ROBERTS'

JIEW PjEXICO FAIR

Ap FALL

99

FESTIVAL

September 26 to 29th inclusive.

$7,000

In Purses for

Speed and Attractions

$7,000

tow boy Haces. xeiay Kaces. inaian Kaces, urana spectacular
and Acrobatic Performances by artists especially imported from
the East, in front of the Grand Stand, daily.

mppo-drom- e

t

Gallinas Park has the finest race course and speedway of any com unity
between Kansas City and Los Angeles. The entertainment which will
be offered will be high class in every respect, and unique in many particulars. The Firemen's Tournament, The Bucking Bulls, The Champion
Boy Broncho Buster of the tforld, Annual Convention I. O. O. F., and
thje Territorial Good Roads Convention.
For full ! tfora&tfon address

W. A. BUKDBOKB, S

rotary, Las Vegas, New Mexico.
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land commissionday on business with
32
A. A. Keen, was a passenger for
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.
his headquarters at Lake vauey,
night.
niinton J. Crandall, superintendent
of the United States Indian Training
School, of this city, left the city tnis
con
morning for Nambe on matters
nected with the school.
Isaac Dessan, of New York, traveling
salesman for a wholesale silk house,
interviewed Santa Fe dry goods merchants this morning, in an endeavor
to increase the business of the comDEALERS IN
pany.
J. H. Young, of Questa, Taos County, is in town as a witness in the
Conley murder case, which will be
tried Friday in the district court now
in session here. Mr. Young is farming and is doing quite well.
Professor L. A. Turley, of Harvard
University, who has been the guest
of his brother, Civil Engineer Jay Turley, in this city for some time left
today for Cambridge, Massachusetts,
to resume his duties at the UniverD
sity.
leada
Victor Ortega, merchant and
ing citizen of Chimayo, spent the day
in the city. He came to attend the
funeral services over the remains of
his old friend Atanacio Romero who
died early Saturday morning in this
city.
D. F. Riddell, mining engineer and
assayer, connected with the school of
mines at Socorro and who spent Saturday in this city, left yesterday for
Chicago, where he will remain for
some time taking a course in the de
partment of manufacturing mining
machinery at the Chalmers' machine
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE OF THE CITY
works.
Mrs. W. M. McCoy, wife of the
p. O. Box 219.
Phone 36.
manager of the Dunlavy Mercantile
and
at
store
Mountainair,
Company's
sister, Miss Ruby Bert, of Indiana,
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday from
Mountainair, and are registered at
the Palace. They will remain in the
Capital several days sightseeing.
F. C. Dezendorf, of Washington, D.
C, examining engineer of the general
land office, who is in New Mexico on
official business, was registered to
day at the Palace. He says that the
results of his investigations in the
Territory are very satisfactory, and
show careful work by the deputy sur
veyors.
C. T. Brown, the Socorro mining
expert and engineer, who spent Sat
urday and Sunday in this city partly
oir mining business and partly on
For Picnics and
Masonic affairs, left last night for
Lunches buy
Tres Hermanos mining district in
to
ex
went
he
Luna County, where
LIBBY, M'NEILL & LIBBY
amine zinc properties. He will be in
southern Luna , County for several
Canned Meats.
days on that mission.
We have a foil
J. T. Kohler and wife, of Chicago,
who are making an extended pleasure
Iine;.also
trip through the south and west, toqft
CHICKENS
advantage of the free side trip from
Lamy, Saturday evening and spent
alive or dressed.
Sunday in historic Santa Fe. They
were pleased with their stay and
hope to be able to make a longer so
S. E. Corner
Santa Fe. Telephone No.
journ here in the future. They left
this afternoon for Albuquerque.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf
ford, was a passenger last evening for
Albuquerque, where he has gone on
official business.
He will return to
Santa Fe tomorrow and will then go
to points in Mora County, where, with
J. S. Duncan, president of the Terri
torial Board of Equalization, he will
PAYS THE DOCTOR'S BILL
make investigations in regard to the
assessment of grants and other land
in that section.
W. S. Hopewell, general manager of
oat a Health Policy and
the Insurance
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Com
pany, arrived in the city Saturday af
Company pay for your sickness.
ternoon from his home at Hillsboro,
Sierra County. He was accompanied
Mr. and Mrs
by Mrs. Hopewell.
Hopewell left this evening for Albu
in &nd see how it is done.
querque where they will remain for
several days and then leave for east
ern cities to be absent several weeks.
Mr. Hopewell will attend to business
We
Life,
matters while awa"y and Mrs. Hopewell
will visit with friends.
The young men attending the New
Mexico Military Institute as cadets
and hailing from Santa Fe are evidently pretty good students. In the
recent appointments of cadet officers
and
officers, they
show up pretty well: Noyes Weltmer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Weltmer,
was appointed a captain.
He is in
the first class. R. H. Garrett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Garrett, was apJ. 8. CANDBLABIO
pointed a first sergeant. Garrett is
301 San Francltoo St.
in the second class. G. H. Frost, son
of Colonel and Mrs. Frost, was ap
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
Frost is in the
pointed a corporal.
third class. As there are but four GENUINE INDIAN GOODS &' CURIOSITIES
boys from this city at the Institute,
the fact that three of them have been
selected as above is creditable.

er

BACK TO SCHOOL AGAIN!
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How time flics! Hee it is Septem
ber again and yotif boy must have some
good School Clothes. The growing,
romping School Boy is an expensive
proposition at best. Parents, who
have raised a few, know all about it.
They know, too, the real value of
GOOD SCHOOL CLOTHES

I have the satisfying kind, with all

the style features to please the Boy,
and back of it the solid, substantial
wear the parents always insist upon.
School Suits at $3.50 $4.50
$5.50 up to $11. 00. I insure you
by saying: MONEY BACK, if any
thing goes wrong with the Clothes.

NATHAN SALMON
. .

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods
249-251-25-

I

San Francisco Street

3

OF

ALBUQUERQUE

$2,000,000.00.
Interest on Term

We Pay

Deposits.
correspondence; invited.

...

-

Civil Engineer Jay Turley and broth
er, Professor L. A. Turley, returned
to the city Saturday evening from
San Juan where they had been on
business.
A. W. Dravo, of Pittsburg, Perm
sylvania, made the free side trip from
Lamy yesterday and spent today in
the Capital. He is on his way to
the Pacific Coast.
J. W. Emery, formerly a resident of
Las Vegas, and well known in Santa
Fe, is a guest at the Claire. Mr. Emery
is building inspector at Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
H. L. Dibble
of Denver, inter
viewed local merchants this morning
in the interests of a wholesale wooden warehouse, of which he is west

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Deposits

'

HOji

Joaquin Sena, stock raiser of San
Miguel, was in Santa Fe today on
?
business.
John Murray, liquor salesman from
raducah, Kentucky, called today on
the local trade.
W. E. Doyle, of Pueblo, representing
a Denver wholesale grocery house, was
booking orders in the city today.
B. A. Sleyster, real estate and insurance man of Albuquerque, transacted
business in the Capital City today.
Sylvester Davis, farmer at Galisteo,
was an arrival in the city last evening. He was here on business.
George E. Brewer, insurance adjuster of the Duke City, was in Santa
Fe Saturday afternoon on business.
Mrs. A. M. Leeson, the expert stenographer, has gone to Albuquerque
for a visit at the Territorial Fair.
M. L. English, of Dolores, in charge
of the Ortiz mine grant, was a business visitor in the Capital City today.
C. Taylor, of New York, was in the
Capital this morning, drumming business for a wholesale clothing house.
Vere Boyle and Robert Stevenson
left the city Saturday afternoon for
a two weeks' camp on the Upper Pecos.
Richard C. Huber, of the territorial
mounted police, left the city this evening for Albuquerque on official busi
ness.
Edward Armijo was a passenger
this afternoon for Albuquerque where
he will attend the 25th annual terri
torial fair.
C. L. Pollard, of the C. L. Pollard
Mercantile
Company at Espanola,
looked after business matters in Santa Fe today.
F. E. Dunlavy, president of the
Dunlavy Mercantile Company, with
headquarters in Estancia, was in the
city today, on business.
Robert Maxwell, of SI. Louis, western representative of a wholesale shoe
house, talked footwear to Santa Fe
shoe dealers this morning.
Mrs. C. F. Easley and daughters,
the Misses Ethel Easley and Mabel
Easley, are in Albuquerque, the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Rice.
Antonio Medina, cattle man of
Roosevelt County, was, in the city
this morning en route to points in
the northern part of Territory.
Mrs. R. Paul, of Allegheny City,
Pennsylvania, en route to her home
from a sojourn at California resorts,
passed through Santa Fe yesterday.
C. A. Fongerouse,
representing a
Denver wholesale
hardware house,
called today on local hardware deal
ers, in the interests of his firm.
S. L. Woodbury, mining man from
Denver, was in the city this morning
en route to Cerrillos,
where he is
interested in several mining claims
Mrs. J. E. Wilson and daughter were
in the city this morning en route from
Denver to Willard, where Mr. Wilson
is station agent of the Santa Fe Cen

tral.

ern representative.

H. C. Thompson,
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CALCIMO
CALCIMO
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a

sanitary calcimine. Ready for use
after the addition of cold water.
CALCIMO h the only cold water

O

product that contains the superior o
of jelling and still be in a
condition to use by simply stirring It o
without the use of heat to reduce the 5
jell. When mixed, it stands up in the O
vessel containing it and does not settle. It can be left- o solution many
days without ueterlorating.
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proprietor of the
eating house at
Kennedy, purchased supplies in the
Capital this morning and returned to
Kennedy this afternoon.
Santa Fe Central
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TEN DIFFERENT SHADES.
CALCIMO.
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For Sale by
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PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES,
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BRUSHES, GLASS, CROCKERY

228 San Francisco Street.

ETC.

Telephone 14

iOJCLjV

Will Keep

oiu-urda- y

W. G. Floyd, of Red River, Taos
County, is in town and will be a witness in the Conley murder trial, when
called, in the district court now in
session here.
A. J. Fischer left the city yester
day evening for Albuquerque where
he attended a meeting held today, of
the New Mexico Board of Pharmacy
of which body he is secretary.
Mrs. R. H. Bowler, wife of the fore
man of the news room of the New
Mexican, will leave tomorrow for Albu
querque, where she will visit friends
during the week of the fair.
Mrs. E. B. Seward, of Tres Piedras
who was called here several days ago
by the serious illness of her brother
F. E. Lewis, of Albuquerque, has re
turned to her Taos County home.
W. E. Hester, mining engineer and
assayer, of Denver, arrived in the
city last evening and will practice his
profession with Collins and Corbett,
civil and mining engineers.
E. H. Bickford, manager of the Rio
Mimbres Irrigation Company, who
was in Santa Fe Friday and Satur

SELIGjllllil BROS.

GO.

WHOLESALE
and

RETAIL

I

MR

1

GBOGEBfCO.

Staple and Fancy

i

GROCERIES

40

Plata,

Who

1

lt

Take

Drop

write Fire,

Health, Accident,

Plate Glass Insurance, and Surety Bonds.

HANNA & SPENCER

THE OLD CURIO STORE

NEW COOK
SPANISH DISHES.
Mr. Conway of the Bon-To- n
Lunch
Counter has employed one f the best
cooks In the southwest. You can get
any of those famous Spanish dishes
that you love so well. Everything new,
neat and clean at the L'o Ton.
--

GENTEEL AMUSEMENT PARLOR.
Billiards and Pool at "Our Place"
exclusive from Club Room. Reserved
any evening for ladles party.

Subscribe for the New Mexican and
get all the latest and best news.

Special Announcement
We have

just received

a large

supply of Genuine Mexican Drawn
Work, which is most beautiful to
behold. The prices are the lowest.
We have also a neat lot of those
Genuine Indian Moccasins, just the
thing to send to your friends in
the east. We have a large assort
ment Indian & Mexican Blankets.

POX7LTRT
POWDER
Your Mens
and Rflake Them
Healthy
AT
TO BE
HAD

Lay

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September 10, J 905.
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among tne number was a large bud
MARKET REPORT.
with magnificent spreading antlers
He would not disclose the exact spot
miHOR CITY T
uiu said that the sight of them onlv
MONEY AND METAL.
Indicated that there were more in the
New York, Sept, 18. Money on call,
same section.
'
3
nrm, 2
per cent, prime merThe fence on the Fort Marcy Add! cantile Daocr 4k & 5 per cent. Bar
Miss Flossie Hampel is confined to non,
aiong the east side of Grant sliver 62 H'
her home, 227 Agua Fria Street, with Avenue,
New York, Sept. 18. Lead and coppe
has been moved to the east
an attack of malarial fever.
and unchanged.
quiet
in accordance with the
surveyed line
St.
at
well
new
the
Louis, September 18. Spelter Is
The pump for the
oi tne street. The school board will
Indian School is ready for installa- as soon as material can be obtained steady, $5.75.
GRAIN.
tion and will be placed in a short construct a six foot brick walk along
Close Wheat
111., Sept. 18.
time. The pump is a good one and Grant Avenue which will
Chicago,
greatly en
Dec. 84H.
will furnish all the water necessary nance the value and
Sept.
83;
of
the
beauty
.
Corn, Sept, 52; Dec.
at the school.
property. This should be followed by
28
Dec.
Sept.
21;
.The Artillery Band did not give its walks on the north side of Palace
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
regular concert in the Plaza yester- Avenue, between Lincoln Avenue and
Pork, Sept. $150; Oct. 814.95.
day evening because of the indisposi- Grant Avenue, and along the west
Lard, Sept. J7 67$; Oct. 87.72.
tion of a number of its members. The side of Lincoln Avenue, between Pal
Ribs, Sept. 88 85; Oct. $8.60.
band will in all probability make good ace Avenue and Federal Street.
WOOL MARKET.
Wednesday evening.
Nature intended that the different
Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal organs composing the human body
St. Louis, Mo., September 18. Wool, Is
linion of America, will meet this eve should after a long and useful life steady.
Territory and western medium, 28 (ft
ning at 8 o'clock in the Odd Fellows wear out and quit working simultane
nne medium. 33
20.
30;
26; line, 18
UR LINE of Seasonable
201
like
the
famous
San
"One
Hoss
Francisco Street. After ously,
Hall,
the business meeting a supper will be Shay," causing peaceful death from
STOCK MARKETS.
IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD
Goods is very complete
served and the evening made socially advanced age. But in the wear and
New York, Sept. 18 Closing stocks,
such as Refrigerators,
tear of our modern strenuous exist Atchison, 91; pfd.,
pleasant.
New York,
6V
104;
ence
one
rream
Ice
organ becomes worn out Central, 151
The coal dealers are going around
Freezers, Ice Cool
Pennsylvania, 144;
A fine new line of Hamtoday with the smile that wont come while the others are in comparatively Southern Pacific, 68; Union Pacific,
ers.
off.
The reason is evident. Last good condition, causing painful death 132K; pfd., 96; Amalgamated Copper,
u. s. steel, 37; pid., 101 tf.
mocks. Croquet Sets, Etc.
night's wind and rain storm,, and the In early life. For patching up partial S'.'X;
LIVE STOCK.
snow on the mountains have made the ly worn out organs and coaxing a
V
air cold enough, so that a little fire much abused digestive apparatus to
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 18. Cattle
FRUIT JAR RUBBERS,
LLOYD'S
perform its functions, Osteopathy of receipts, 15,000, steady to 10 cents lower,
is very comfortable.
JAR
FRUIT
NEWEST
TOPS.
103
fers
the
safest
surest
and
method.
84.00
Native
BY
southern
MANUPACTUACD
steers,
86.00;
All bids for the construction of
AND BEST ON MARKET.
Palace Avenue.
steers, 83.25
80.40; southern cows,
The Stewart Iron Works Company
tne new dormitory
&r"ii
at the United
cows
81.65
native
and
82.80;
heifers,
The forecast for New Mexico for
States Indian Training School have
OHIO
81.65
stockers and feeders,
CINCINNATI,
85.25;
Wlinun Ffiioe
tlio Highest Award,
been rejected as they were in excess tonight and Tuesday is fair weather 82.50
84.25; bulls, 83.00
The Washing Machine
herewith
83.25;
oll Medal," World's Fair, St. Louis, im.
of the appropriation. The plans and and cooler in the southeast portion. calves, 83.00
Tlie muHt tH'onnininil fnuce you can bnv.
86.50; western steers,
shown has no equal on the market
Ii'hh tlmn a renpect able wood fence.
Vripi)
For
Colorado
the
is
forecast
Why
fair 83.00
84 65; western
cows, 82 75
will be changed and
specifications
nni repm your nut ono now Willi a neat, at- Try It and be convinced.
weather in the west, clearing in the
83.25.
Itm II,.- ..,. i. f rjiicj,
new bids called for.
A
"LAST
LIFETIME."
east portion tonight, cooler tonight in
Over WO iliigrm of Iron Fence,
Sheep receipts, 5,000, steady.
The roof on the new high school the
Iron flower Vaan. Mlva.
85.25; lambs, $.') 25
Muttons, 84 ir
southeast portion and fair and
shown in our catalogues.
etc.,
is
building
rapidly nearlng completion warmer on Tuesday. The maximum
87.00; range wethers, 84.25
85.25;
"J 'W Low Prices
and but a short time will elapse until
ted
83.50
84.50.
ewes,
will
vlitS ; f
temperature in Santa Fe Saturday was
work on the interior finishing
18.
111.,
will 76
Cattle
surprise you
Sept.
Chicago,
receipts,
at 3:20 o'clock in the afdegrees
CALL
AND
10
cents lower.
commence.
is ternoon, the minimum was 57
Contractor Windsor
steady to
BEB US
at 5 30,000,
cows
(ft
83.65
and
Ueeves,
86.35;
of
structure
the
sanguine
A
ready o'clock in the morning, the mean
having
heifers, 81 35
84.60; stockers and
for occupancy on schedule time.
was 68 and the relative, humidity was fenders, 82.40 84 45
Texans, 83.25 (ft
The first snow of the season made 46 per cent.. Sunday's maximum tem- 84.50; westerns, 83.10
84.75;
its appearance last night on the perature in the city was 75 degrees
.Sheep receipts 45,000, 10 cents lower.
Santa Fe Mountains east of the city. at 4:05 o'clock in the afternoon, the
84 90; westerns,
Native sheep, 83.10
The New Mexican Printing Company
The snow was accompanied by a light minimum was 49 at
84.90; yearlings. 84.75
85.50;
in the 83.10
has
on hand a quantity of writing tab
rain in Santa Fe and a heavy wind. morning and the mean was 62 degrees. native lambs, 85.60 (ft 87.40; westerns,
TELEPHONE NO. 26.
TELEPHONE NO. 26.
lets and scratch pads, suitable for the
85.00
(ft
86.75.
Today the air has been quite cold as The relative humidity was 45 per cent
office desk, the store or for children's
a natural sequence and early this and there was a trace of
precipitation.
U.
S.
WEATHER BUREAU NOTES. use at school. This lot will be closed
the At 6 o'clock this morning the tempera
morning a light frost visited
out at five cents each, or at a reduc
city.
ture had dropped to 39 degrees, tne
Forecast for New Mexico Fair wea tion if taken In
quantities.
The Santa Fe Central Railway will lowest that it has reached this fall. ther tonight and Tuesday with cooler In
southern
portion.
ship 3,300 sheep from Estancia, via There was a slight frost in the city in
tor Colorado: Fair In west; clearing
Santa Fe and the Denver & Rio Gran- exposed places but no damage was
east portion tonight; cooler tonight
de to Denver and the Burlington route done. Snow fell on the mountains to n sonthea-t
portion; Tuesday, fair and
3
lb
2 -2
from Denver to destination at Cozad, the northeast.
warmer.
Nebraska. Butcher & Winston, stock2-2
:
:
Saturday the thermometer registered
:
lb
a. M. Dettlebach, Mgr.
men of the Nebraska town are the
SPANISH SUPPERS.
as follows:
Maximum temperature, 78
-2
: 2
3
In the preparation of those famous degrees, at 3:20 p. m.: minimum, 57
lb
shippers. The sheep were bought in
the Estancia Valley and are in the Spanish Suppers, Mr. Conway has em- degrees, at 5:00 a.m. The mean tera- and
Saturday
Friday
24 hours was 68 de
best of condition.
ployed the best talent obtainable. peiature for the
cent
46
Kelatlve
per
grees.
humidity
:
3
:
:
A large number of Santa Fe people Drop into the Bon Ton Lunch Counter
3
lb
Yesterday tbe thermometer registered
have signified their intention of at- near the Nonnandie Hotel and try the as follows: Maximum
75
temperature,
annual Terri- "hot stuff.'
tending the twenty-fiftdegrees, at 4:05 p. m; minimum, 49
of getting
To be
torial Fair at Albuquerque this week.
oa want-le- ave
The mean
dogroes, at 6:00 a. m.
Parties are being made up and totemperature for the 24 hours was 63 de
Wonder
The New Zealand
D, &. R. G. SYSTEM
your orders now !
morrow a number will go to the Duke
grees. Kelatlve humidity, 45 per cent.
a
trace.
Precipitation
City. Albuquerque says that all who
Santa Fe Branch.
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. today, 39
come will find ample accommodations
TIME TAILE.
degrees.
and everything possible will be done
Effective November 7th, 1904.
Prima Donna-Drama- tic
Soprano
for the comfort of visitors.
Wonder.
and
Electrical
4BT BOOHP
BOUND
WIST
The infant daughter, Domitilia, of
RaiTy
Mr. and Mrs. Benigno
Muniz was No. 428. Milis
No425
Station!
Admission - - - 35 and 50 cts,
christened at the Cathedral yesterday 11:00a
Ar.. 3:30 p
..Santa Fe
Lv.. 1:26 p
afternoon, Rev. Father Forchegu off- 2:51 p ...84.... " . . .Eipanola
Seats at Ireland's.
1904.
Effective Sunday, September II,
" .. 12:28,0
...53.... " . .Embudo
iciating. The ceremony took place at 2:llp
"
"
11:36
..
.
.Barranca
3:00p ...61....
N ortb Bound
2 o'clock in the afternoon,
" .. 10:29pp South Bound
Mr. and tiuzp ...81.... " .. .Servllleta
" .. .TresPledraB. " .. 10:00 p
4:32
...91....
p
Mrs. Bonifacio Ortiz acting as sponStations.
" .. 8:10p No 1 111!
Altl No I
6:35 . 125.... " .. .Autonlto
" .. 6:40 p
sors. After the christening the party 8:30 pp ..153.... " .. .Alamosa
" .. 12:40 p 11.00 p OLve .7TSantaFe...Arr 7,000 4.30 p PLAZA
a ..287.... " .. .Pueblo
went to the home of the little girl's 3:00
4:22 a. .331.... ".. .Colo. Spring!. " .. 11:07 p 1.20 p 8 " ....Bonaoians... " 8,650 4.10 p
Lv.. 8:30 p 1.45 p 16 " ...VegaBlanca.. " 6,400 8.4S p
parents where refreshments were 7:20 a ..406.... Ar.. .Denver
2. OS p 22 "
Kennedy.... " 6,050 3.10 p
served.
" 6,125 2.45
Clark
p 28 "
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner 2.45
" 8,370 1.65 pp Has Reopened and will Serve Meals
"
41
3.30
Stanley
p
The funeral services over the re- where good meals are served.
4.05 p 52 " ... .Moriarty ... " 6,250 1.20 p
6.30 p 61 " ... .Mcintosh... " 6,175 12.45 p
mains of the late Atanasio Romero,
and Short Orders at all
Connections.
6.55 p 69 "
Estancia... " 8,14012.20 p
who died early Saturday morning of
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton 4.20 p 81 "
Times
Willard.... " 6,12511.15 p
4.50 p 92 " ....Progresso... " 6,21010.45 a
dropsy, took place at 8 o'clock this and Intermediate points.
"
"
1
Blanca
V7
6,285 10.25 a
p 99
The religious ceremonies
At Alamosa for Denver, rueoio and 7.20
morning.
8.10 p 116 Arr... .Torrance.. Lve 6,476 9.40 a
were held at the Cathedral where Intermediate points via e ther the standALL KIND8 OF PICTURE FRAMING.
mass was said. The remains were ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
;::DAY AND NIGHT::::
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
narrow gauge via Sanaa, making tne
to
the
Rosario
Cemetery
conveyed
in day light and passing the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
where they were interred. A large entire trip FAMOUS
ROYAL GORGE points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Monthe
through
concourse of sorrowing relatives and also for all
on Creede branch.
Two New Cooks Have Been Se
points
Day Telepone 35.
tana, Washington and the Great North
friends attended the funeral. Charles
S. K. Booms, G. P. A ,
Tel. 142,
I. B. Hanna. Res. 113, Johnson
west
Fresh
Mrs.
Denver.
from
Only
cured
Sundays and nlgmt at
Wagner was the director in charge.
Denver Coir,
Connecting at Torrance for all points Ranch
Eggs and Batter used. Best
The open season for deer is now on
east and west with Golden State LimA. S. Barney,
in
are
Santa
Fe
of Meat, Good Coffee Guaranteed.
and several parties
'DE
Traveling Passenger Agent ited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman
contemplating trips to the various
berths reserved by wire.
hunting grounds for the purpose of
For rates and Information address
HO I OYSTERS, HO !
laying in the winter's supply of veui-son- .
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
The first oysters of the season will
Reports from a number of
.
General
.
Passenger Agent,
Lunch
Bon
Ton
be
found
at Conway's
places frequented by the fleet footed
Santa Fe N. M.
And
at
reasonable
prices.
Counter,
are
animal are to the effect that they
The Plaza, Catron Block, Eastside Plaza.
!
too
.
in large numbers. One man stated they know how to cook them
that he had seen a bunch of five in the
OTTO RETSCH,
A "WANT AD" will bring results.
mountains not far from the city, and
Proprietor.
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
Morion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
ARRIVE.
B
No. 721
12:01 p. m
The doc- -

COOL SUMMER

.

FURNISHINGS

UX-Oats-

For the Porch and

6arden.

0

1.

We Sell Iron Fence

7'

Ml

-

6gl3

J.ii...a'i

Yellow

11

OPERA HOUSE

free

For canning and preserving

Nectarines
Large Grapes andPIums
Pears for preserving and

Sewer

h

Santa Fe Central

.

Cts.

q. s.

Cts.

1-

to

1-

to

to

pickling

1-

1-

-2

-2

what

sate

MISS ROSE IVY

Peach

pup

&

co.

& MOfJTEfJIE

DUDflOW

RESTAURANT

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Dtfdrow's Office Building.

tt

LUNCH COUNTER

Hew mexico

i) Sarsaparilla.
he tested and
tor.s

ouers

aarsapaniia.

1

tried Sarsaparilla. The Sarsapa-rill- a
that makes rich, red blood ;
strengthens the nerves; builds

uDhholevstem

m C0R0NAD0
The only Short Order House in the City that keeps open Day and
Night. Kansas City Meats always on band- - Everything
Fresh, Neat and Clean.
Lodging 25 Cents,
Cents.
Meals
as
Regular
G. I,UPB HBRRERA, Prop. NICOLAS HBRRBRA, Mgr.
254 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.'

....1:11

No. 723
No. 725

p.

u.

9:40 p. m
DEPART.

No. '720
No. 722

10 a. m,

A Special
Invitation

4:20 p. m.
7:30 p. m,
No. 724,.
Is Extended to All
No. 720 connects with No. 2 east
bound.
TOURISTS AND
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
HEALTHSEEKERS
bound.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
To Visit
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passen SUNMOUNT TENT CITY
gers from Santa Fe.
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.
The manager will take special pleas
City ticket office, Catron Block, east ure in showing visitors over this fa
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
mous healtb resort. Do not leave
An advertisement In the New Mexl
can Is always effective. Why? Bo
cause it reaches the people.

pent Bureau

AND REALTY CO.

SANTA FE ROUTE

A

EfUPll

Santa Fe without taking a trip to the
Tent City. Bus leaves the Claire Hotel four times a day. Fare for the
round trip, 25 cents.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

CALL AND SEE OUR LIST OF
PROPERTIES FOR SALE

MONEY
TO LEND
103 Palace Avenue.

'Phone No. 156.

Just One Trial Will Convince You That the Purest and Best Soda
Water in Wew Mexico is Obtainable at

MLMPS

PHARMACY

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September 8, 905.
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LEGAL NOTICE.
and the
EMMETT PATTON,
county, the appeal is rejected
is
Notice
hereby given, that purand Counselor at Law.
eountv commisMloners suslained.
Attorney
suant to an order of the district court
Roswell. New Mexico.
Rox f)(.
ii the matter ot tile appeal in ncu
Of the Territorial Board of Equalizaof the first judicial district of the
Office Over Citizen's National Bank.
Scholle from the action of the board
tion, at Its September Meeting,
of New Mexico, sitting in
of County Commissioners of Socorro Territory
A. D., 1905.
and for the county of Santa Fe, in
ami
Is
E. C. ABBOTT,
rejecieu
County, the appeal
the nature of a venditioni exponas,
at Law.
the County Commissioners sustained.
Attorney
(Continued From Page Three.)
and
entered on the 7th of
In the matter of the appeal or Juan made
In the District and Su
Practices
in that certain cause
from the action of the Board September, 1905,
and careful atmissioners of Mora county, the appeal Garcia
then
therein
wherein Fred- preme Courts. Prompt
pending
Socorro
of
Commissioners
of Countv
to
business.
all
tention
given
Is hereby sustained and the action of
erick Muller, administrator of the esCounty, the appeal is rejected and tne tate of
District Attorney for the Counties of
N.
said board la hereby set aside.
Willcox,
Hugh
sustained.
deceased,
County Commissioners
and Marie Plagne Fran-colo- Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
It coming to the board as evidence
In the matter of the appeal ot U was plaintiff
was
that the above mentioned parties and C. Catron, from the action of the
defendant, I, the under- Juan. Santa Fe New Mexico.
of the county of Santa
sheriff
with
land
other
ot
signed
companies together
Board of County Commissioners
G. W. PR1CHARD,
owners In Mora county are not prop Santa Fe County as to the raise made Fe, will on the 23d day of October,
and Counselor at Law.
10
of
o'clock
at
in
hour
the
1905,
Attorney
the
In
renthe
on the Gabaldon Grant, the appeal is
erly classifying their lands
Practices in all the District Courts
dition of the same, the Traveling Aud ejected and the Board of County Com morning offer for sale and sell to the
highest and best bidder for cash, in and gives special attention to cases
itor is hereby ordered to investigate missioners sustained.
front thereof, "at public auction the before the Territorial Supreme Court.
of
offthe
of
the
to
In the matter
the same and report
appeal
propesr
Office, Capitol Eldg.. Santa Fe, N. M.
Thomas B. Catron from tne action following described premises,
icials.
of
land
and
certain
That
parcel
piece
Fe
of
Santa
County,
In the matter of the appeal of The of the Board
and real estate, situate, lying and be- FRANK W. CLANCY,
Roy Land & Live Stock Company raise on Santa Fe County property,
18 of the county
of
in
inc
precinct
the
Attorney at Law.
and
Is
County
from the action of the Board of Coun- the appeal
rejected
'Santa Fe, in the city of Santa Fe, (District Attorney for Second Judicial
sustained.
Commissioners
the
Mora
of
county,
ty Commissioners
District.)
In the matter of the appeal of the Territory of New Mexico, bounded on
appeal was sustained as to the value
Practices In the District Courts and
v
National Bank of Albuquerque, ' the north by Palace Avenue, on the
irst
balof the town site of Roy, and the
df Coun south by Santa Fe Klver, on tne east the .Supreme Court of the Territory,
nnee of raise on personal property to from the action of the Board
ot
Bernalillo
tv
Commissioners
county, by lands of Kate and Amado Chaves, also before the United States Supreme
remain as fixed by the board of coun
the
is rejected and
County and on the west by lands of Francis Court In Washington.
tv commissioners of said County of the appeal
ca Duro and an orchard, which are
Commissioners sustained.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Mora.
'
now held by mo by virtue of a writ of
the
of
of
the
In
matter
the
appeal
Tn the matter of the
appeal of the
State National Bank of Albuquerque attachment issued out of said court,
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
Assessor of Torrance county, regard- trom the action of the Board of Coun- in said cause, in order to make thereing the assessment of F. D. Carpenter, ty Commissioners, Bernalillo County, of, as far as may be the sum of $355
DR. JAMES A. MASSIE.
ft .On., the anneal is reiected and the
the
is rejected and the Board, damages, and $11.70 costs of suit, with
At present at New York Eye and
assessment is to remain as fixed by of appeal Commissioners
the interest which shall accrue upon
sustained.
County
Ear Infirmary will resume practice
of said
the count v commissioners
In the matter of the appeal of the the said damages at the rate of 6 per October 1, 1905.
County of Torrance.
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Com- cent per annum from the 7th day of
Dlsea3es of the
In the matter of the appeal of the pany, regarding the one-hal- f
interest September, 1905, until the date of examination of Eye, microscopical
sputum, urinalysis,
Assesssor of Lincoln county against in the Santa Fe Union Depot the ap- sale, which costs of suit to accrue
eot.
to
of
which
the
be
one-halassessment
f
and
Alamogordo peal Is sustained in part and the
the
taxed,
by judgment
Office Palace Avenue.
Improvement Company, the appeal is
interest of said railroad company of the said court the said plaintiff ob
on
shall
defendant
assessment
the
on the said Union Depot is hereby tained against the
rejected and the
Osteopathy.
stand as fixed by the county commis assessed at $1,S00, all the balance to 7th day of September, 1905, which
sioners of Lincoln county.
remain as returned by said railroad damages with Interest, will be at the
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
date of sale amount to $357.64.
In the matter of the appeal of company.
ANTONIO J. ORTIZ,
Osteopath.
Bond,
Frank
W.
and
In the matter of the appeal of
George
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
Board George W. Hickox from the action of
Sheriff,
the action of the
from
Successfully treats acute and chronic
By ,T. Ii. LOPEZ, His Deputy.
of County Commissioners of San Mi the Board of County Commissioners,
susdiseases without drugs or
is
Is
Fe
sustained
the
Santa
appeal
County,
guel county the appeal
medicines.
SAN GERONIMO CELEBRATION.
In part and. that portion assessed as tained in part, making the final assessNo charge for consultation.
Interest In the Prest ed valuation of said Hickox in Santa
an undivided
e County, 2t, $13,725.
'Phone 156.
At Taos September 28, 29, 30 and On Hours :
p. m.
m.,
on Beck Grant, 27,176 acres, shall be
It appearing from the assessment
October 1, 905.
valued at thirty (30) cents per acre
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
The business men and citizens of
and the balance of said land as des rolls of San Miguel County that the
Bank
of
said
National
First
county
five
are
unusual
New
and
one
dollar
Taos,
Mexico,
making
at
twenty
cribed,
Is not assessed in an equal manner efforts to make this one of the most
CORBETT & COLLINS.
cents ($1.25) per acre.
Civil and Mining Engineers
In the matter of the appeal of S. R with other property in said county interesting and largest exhibitions of
of Indian manners and customs ever held
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Blake from the action of the Board of and in accordance with the orders
board
at
their
this
January
regular
In Mia TorHtnrv - A rinllv nrnirrnm hnn
Juan
ASSAYING.
County Commissioners of San
!
i
it.
"J
v,.,f
"'j11 10 U,UC,BU
",a
'
Santa Fe. N. M.
.
ar ranged for Indian games, East Side Plaza
county, the same is reiected and the
(been
on '
' dances, and foot ar " i ony races, in dsus- said bank be assessed
board ot, county commissioners
property, by the proper officials In dition to which the Santa Fe band will
Architects.
tained.
with the rulings of this
accordance
aroccasicn
be
and
In the matter of the appeal of the B.
for
the
engaged
board and in equal manner with other
P. O. E. No. 4G0, of Santa Fe, from the
HOLT & HOLT,
rangements are now in progress for
bank stock in the Territory.
action of the Board of County Commis
Architects and Civil Engineers.
tax roll of McKinley County securing the Carnival Shows from the
The
sioners, Santa Fe county the appeal is not being on file in the auditor's of- Territorial Fair at Albuquerque.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
board of county fice as
r ejected and the
been
construction work of all kinds
and
lave
Ample
arrangements
law
for
use
the
by
required
commissioners sustained.
of
Office,
a
and superintended.
accommodation
made
for
the
planned
large
of the board at their regular SeptemLas Vegas.
In the matter of the appeal of the ber meeting, it is
of
rates
number
reduced
of
and
Building,
Plaza,
Montoya
people
ordered
that
hereby
Assessor of Grant County, regarding the auditor proceed to secure such transportation hav teen arranged.
Phone 94.
the assessment of the Horse Shoe book as required by law.
A. S. BARNEY,
Cattle Co., the same is rejected, leavVERE O. WALLINGFORD,
There being no further business be- Traveling Passenger Agent of the Den
Architect.
ver tnd Rio Grande Railroad. v
ing the final assessed valuation of the fore the board at this meeting, the
said company at $14,500.00.
is
First National Bank Block,
record of this day's proceedings
It appearing from the assess- read and approved and upon motion
HO ! FOR THE SULPHURS.
Albuquerque, N. M.
ment rolls on file in the auditor's office duly seconded and carried the board
Any doctor In New Mexico will tell
for Rio Arriba county that a certain adjourns sine die.
R. M. NAKE,
you there is no mineral water In the
tract of land in said county, known as
JAMES S. DUNCAN,
Architect and Builder.
world to compare with it. We are sole
President. dealers and after many experiments at Santa Fe, the "Tierra Amarilla Grant" compri- Attest:
New Mexico.
VENCESLAO
assessed
and
acres
JARAMILLO,
524,515
sing
considerable cost have found a way to
In the name of C. C. Catron at a valuaSecretary.
bottle in natural state
A laxative a
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
tion of $100,000 the same being untonic a nerve builder and blood puri
fier. Saves a
equally valued and assessed compared
to
the springs
lp
with similar or like property in the
Mail orders solicited.
MASONIC.
Territory: Therefore, it is ordered as
AKERS & TOWNSEND,
a matter of equalization that said
Sole Distributors
Montezuma Lodge No.
property be assessed by the proper
A. F. and A. M.
officials at $1.50 per acre for all timber
1,
VISITORS AND 8TRANGERS
communicaland and 30 cents per acre for all graRegular
If you are a visitor or stranger In
. .WANTED
Agents for Complete
zing lands, the same being the value
tion
first
Monday of
the city and desire some place to
War Book; good
fixed by the Board
of. Equaliza- Russian-Japanes- e
where
leisure
hours
each
month at Masonic
you
spend your
tion at their January meeting of 1905 salary, .sample free. Address Globe will not
where
and
Nnesome
you
get
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
for this class of property throughout Co. 723 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
will receive the most cordial wel
the Territory.
WANTED Young woman of good come, drop into "The Club." All the
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M.
In the matter of the appeal of the
popular games and best brands of II ALAN R.
McOORD, Secretary.
Ojo del Esplritu Santo Land Grant in health, education and references to
quors and cigars.
Santa Fe Chapter, No. 1,
Sandoval county, it is hereby asses- fill vacancies in Training School for
EI
R. A. M. Regular
sed at 30 cents per acre for the pur- nurses at Providence Hospital,
If you want anything on earth try
Texas. Apply to Miss A. Louise
Paso,
n second Monday
of
in
and
accordance
pose
equalization
a New Mexican ad.
in each month at Masonwith the values by the board on this Dietrich, superintendent.
ic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
class of lands, and the proper officials
FOR RENT- - A new piano.
Apply
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
are hereby instructed to make the ne
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
New Mexican.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.
cessary corrections.
Any land grants unknown or other
FOR SALE Cheap, one house of
ATTORN
Santa Fe Commandery No.
wise, grazing lands assessed at less
rooms on north side of De Varseven
asthan 30 cents per acre are hereby
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Street. Apply D. M. White.
MAX. FROST,
fourth Monday - each
sessed, for the purpose of equalization gas
at 30 cents per acre, and the various
month at Masonic Hall, at
at Law.
Attorney
FOR SALE CHEAP Several pairs
- New Mexico,
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
Santa Fe, - 7:30 p. m.
officials are hereby Instructed to make
of chases, 6, 7 and 8 columns, with
the necessary corrections.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
metal side and end sticks, complete, at
The President of said Board of
HANNA & SPENCER,
New Mexican office, Santa Fe, N. M.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Equalization, Hon. James S. Duncan,
Attorneys at Law.
Offices Griffin Block,
'Phone 66.
in accordance with Section 2, Chapter
DO YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL
88, Laws of 1903, hereby appoints the
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
If you do we can
N. S. ROSE.
members of said board to visit coun A NEWSPAPER?
Pythias. Regular meeting every 1st
and 3d Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock,
ties as follows, or so much of said fix you out, by our quick method. E.
Attorney at Law.
counties as possible, for the purpose T. Tennant & Co., N. Topeka, Kans.
ESTANCIA : : : : NEW MEXICO Castle Hall temporarily with Odd Fellows ,San Francisco Street. Visiting
of ascertaining values on railroad and
LEARN TELEGRAPHY and RailKnights given a cordial and fraternal
BENJAMIN M. READ,
other property, to be used by said
welcome.
board in fixing values for taxation road accounting, $50 to $100 a month.
at
Law.
Attorney
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. C.
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico.
purposes at the January, 1906, meeting. Salary assured our graduates under
S.
J.
K. R. S.
CANDELARIO,
Said members as designated shall re bond. Our six schools the largest in Office, Sena Block.
Palace Ave.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
port in writing at the office of the America and endorsed by all railroads.
board on or before November 1st, 1905 Write for eatalogue. Morse School of
A. W. POLLARD,
I. O. O. F.
J. S. Duncan Rio Arriba. Colfax. Telegraphy, Cincinnati, Ohio, Buffalo,
Attorney at Law.
New York, Atlanta, Georgia,
La Demlng,
San Juan, Mora and Union.
New Mexico,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
J. A. Mahoney, Otero, Dona Ana Crosse, Wisconsin, Texarkana, Texas,
District Attorney, Luna County.
"
San Francisco, California.
meets .every Friday evening In Odd
and Lincoln.
Fellows' ITall, San Francisco Street.
R. P. Ervein, Quay, Guadalupe, San
WILLIAM A. LLEWELLYN,
brothers welcome
Visiting
and
Chaves.
Attor
at
Law.
Miguel
FREDERICK MULLER, N. G.
Las Cruces. New Texlco.
Alejandro Sandoval, McKinley, So
corro and Valencia.
District Attorney for Dona Ana, DAVID L. MILLER. Secretary.
Venceslao Jaramillo, Taos, Santa
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun
B. P. O. ELKS.
Fe, and Sandoval.
"I med Caicareti and feel Ilk a new man. I hart ties, Third Judicial District.
J. F. Hinkle, Bernalillo, Torrance, fer the Urt two years. I
been
hart
taking
eonld find no
relief
EDWARD C. WADE,
arV.b?
Eddy and Roosevelt.
Santa Fe LoJ No. 460 B. P. O. E.,
I will recommend Caicaretionlr
to
?I5i
?lm:
Martin Lohman," Luna, Grant and
u; yuij .mug iur lnaiseauon ana
holds Its regular session on the second
Attorney at Law.
Sierra.'
Practices in All the Courts.
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Harry Stuckley, llanch Chunk, Pa.
The traveling auditor, Charles V.
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a Visiting brothers are Invited and welSafffird Is lierehv nrrlomH in maai TtriiYi
come.
O. C. WATSON, E. R.
Specialty."
Best For
the members, at as many points posLas Cruces,
New Mexico.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
The bowel
sible during the time and especially to
visit Rio Arriba, Bernalillo and San
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
FRATERNAL UNION.
Miguel Counties.
(Late Surveyor General.)
,
In the matter of the appeal of the
Santa Fe T odge, No. 259, Fraternal
Attorney at Law.
Chico Sheep Co., of Socorro county,
Santa Fe, - New Mexico.
Union of America. Regular meetings
from the action of the Board of CounLand and Mining Business a Specialty. first and third Mondays in each month
ty Commissioners of said county, the
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows Hall
appeal Is rejected and the board of Kerer Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, Me, 25c, Mo.
A. B. RENEHAN,
San Francisco Street. Visiting PratNew
old In bulk. The genuine tablet atamped OOO.
county commissioners sustained.
Practices In the Supreme and Dis- ers welcome.
Guaranteed to cure or your money baek.
In the matter of the appeal of F. A.
H. B. BACA, Fraternal Master.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 50a trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Hubbell, from the action of the Board ASEXUAL
Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Build- DAVID GONZALES, Secretary..
Specialty..
TEN
UILUON
BOXES
SALE,
of County Commissioners of Socorro
MAGGTH O. MONTOYA, Treasurer.
ing, Palace Avenue Santa Fe, N. M.
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For SicK Livers
A PURELY VEGETABLE

COMPOUND
QUICKLY CURES

to-wi-

CONSTIPATION, DYSPEP.

aBSfesrasSStSS!

CURE for all diseases produced by
A GUARANTEED
TORPID LIVER and IMPURE BLOOD. One bottle purchased today may save you a wen speu tomorrow.
CURED OF CHILLS AND FEVER AFTER
ALL OTHER MEDICINES FAILED
Mrs. W. A. Whitewell, Emory, Tex.,
writes : "My child had chills and fever
for four years. We tried all kinds of
of
medicines, and finally en acquaintanceused
mine recommended Herbine. We comthree bottles, and the child is now
cured. You have my permission
pletely
afimnnia1 as I cheer
t,:- -,
r
to all mothera
Herbine
recommend
fully
mine.
as
afflicted
children
having
GET THE UEnum
tur.ir RATTLE. 50c
avaaava

A

SNOW LINIMENT CO.

BALLARD

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
ND RECOMMENDED BY
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

SOLD

AN?

MAXWELL

SYSTEL.

IRIDIC ATIOJ,

LAJDS UJDEI

FARMING

ofThese farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being
of
land
Price
and
acres
upwards.
of
tracts
In
fered for sale
forty
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 er acre, according to
location, payments may be made in ten ycr installments. Alfalfa,
to perfection.
grains, fruits of all kinds, and su gar beets grow

GOLD MINES.
west

of Springer, N. M., are the
this grant, about forty miles
town
and
Baldy, where important
Elizabeth
of
gold mining districts
mineral discoveries have lately b een made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the m ining regulations of the company,
which are as favorable to the pros pector as the U. S. Government
On

laws.

Near Raton, N. M., on this gran
Raton Coal and Coke Company, w
at good wages for any wishing to
farming or prospecting can not be
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here employment may be found
work during the seasons that
successfully done,
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"CORRESPONDINGLY LOW RATES FROM ALL
COLORADO POINTS
On sale daily until October 1st return limit October 31st,
via
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Electric
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Electric
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Cars.
Meals
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One Fare Plus $2.00.
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DAILY THROUGH SERVICE

From Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo to Kausas
City and St. Louis, making direct connections at Union
stations for all points East and South.
Pullman standard sleeping cars reclining chair cars;
seats free. Through tourist sleeping cars to Kansas City,
St. Louis and Chicago.
H..B. KOOSER,
G. W. F. &

EYS-AT-LA-

....

carte.

Special Excursion Rates

Octokr

WAJ8TS

J. H. GINET, JR.,

P. A.,

1700 Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

T. P. A.,
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CApVAL
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Sept. 26 to 29 inclusive.
For this occa- - tFTN Will place on
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Tickets on sale September 25 to 29 inclusive,
good for return until October 1, Tickets to be
signed when purchased, and executed by
agent at Las Vegas for return
Attention is called to the

Vamos to Vegas
attractions at this
Advertisment for

L. C. YOCUM. Agent
Santa Fe, N. M.

Topeka, Kansas.
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Fair.

W. J. BLACK, G. P. A,
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j'Scenic Line of the World."

Shortest
West.

Copyright, 1904,
by Herbert S. Stone
GL

sale

HOM Hip Ticlels

66

Millions

VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

sion the

and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
Springs, and all Colorado Points.
at Denver with All Lines East and

Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by

other lines.

Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars.
Tourist Cars, Chair Cars
On all through trains.

No tiresome delays at any
station.

For illustrated a tvertising matter or information,
address or apply to

S, K HOOPER. G. P. and T. A.. Denver.
A. S. BARNEY. T. P. A.. Santa Fe, N. M.
QE31

Santa Fe Central Railway System
(SUNSHINB ROUTE,

via

TORRANCE

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

OATEWAY.-FAS-

STEAMSHIP

will with the sensible conviction that
it was necessary for him to die before
anybody else could possess his money
and that once dead it would be folly
for him to worry over the way In
which beneficiaries might choose to
manage their own affairs.
The house in Fifth avenue went to a
sister, together with a million or two,
and the residue of the estate found
kindly disposed relatives who were
willing to keep it from going to the
Home For Friendless Fortunes.
OJd
Mr. Brewster left his affairs in order.

TICKETS

I
I

By GEORGE

Company

CHAPTER I.
lttle Sonsof the Rich" were

gathered about the long table
iu Fettingiirs studio. There
were nine of them present besides Brewster. They were all young,
more or lew enterprising, hopeful and
reasonably sure of better things to
come. Most of them bore names that
meant something In the story of New
York. Indeed one of them had remarked, "A man is known by the
street that's named after him," and as
he was a new member they called him
Subway.
The most popular man In the company was young Monty Brewster. He
was tall and straight and smooth
shaven. People called him "clean looking." Older women were Interested In
him because his father and mother had
made a romantic runaway match,
which was the talk of the town In the
seventies, and had never been forgiven.
Worldly women were Interested In him
because he was the only grandson of
Edwin Peter Brewster, who was many
times a millionaire, and Monty was
fairly certain to be his heir, barring an
absentmlnded gift to charity. Younger
women were' Interested for a much
more obvious and simple reason they
liked him. Men also took to Monty because he was a good sportsman, a man
among men, because he had a decent
respect for himself and no great aversion to work.
His father and mother had both died
while he was still a child, and as If to
make up for his long relentlessuess the
grandfather had taken the boy to his
own house and had cared for him with
what he called affection. After college
and some months on the continent,
however, Monty had preferred to be
Independent. Old Mr. Brewster had
found him a place In the bank, but beyond this and occasional dinners Monty asked for and received no favors.
It was a question of work, and. hard
work and small pay. He lived on his
salary because lie had to, but he did
not resent his grandfather's attitude.
He was better satisfied to spend his
"weakly salary," as he called It, In his
own way than to earn more by dining
seven nights a week with an old man
who had forgotten he was ever young.
It was less wearing, he said.
Among the Little Sons of the Rich
birthdays were always occasions for
feasting. The table was covered with
dishes sent up from the French resThe chairs
taurant in the basement
were pushed back, cigarettes were
lighted, men had their knees crossed.
Then Pettingill got up.
"Gentlemen," he began, "we are here
to celebrate the twenty-fift- h
birthday
of Mr. Montgomery Brewster. I ask
you all to join me in drinking to his
long life and happiness."
"No heel taps!" same one shouted.
"Brewster! Brewster!" all called at
once.
"For he's a jolly good fellow,
For he's a jolly good fellow!"
The sudden ringing of an electric bell
cut off this flow of sentiment, and so

unusual was the Interruption that the
ten members straightened up as if

Jerked into position by a string.
"The police!" some one suggested.
All faces were turned toward the door.
A waiter stood there, uncertain whether
to turn the knob or push the bolt.
"Nuisance!" said Richard Van Winkle.
"I want to hear Brewster's
speech."
"Speech! Speech!" Echoed everywhere. Men settled Into their places.
"Mr. Montgomery Brewster," Pettingill introduced.
Again the bell rang loud and long.

I'll bet there's a
patrol in the street," remarked Oliver
Harrison.
"If if s only the police, let them In,"
said Pettingill. "I thought it was a
creditor."
The waiter opened the door.
"Some one to see Mr. Brewster, sir,"'

l

he announced.
"Is she pretty, waiter?" called

j
Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock 'aland & Pacific Railways.. At Kennedy, and Santa
Fe, New Mexico, with the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At
Santa Fe with the Denver & Rio Grende Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
W. H. ANDREWS,
President and General Manager. Assistant to President and Gen. Mgr.
.
FRANK DIBERT.
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG.
,
and
Freight
Agt.
Pasgr.
Traveling Freight and Passenger Agt.
City
General Off lost:. .Santa Fe, New Mexico.

"He says he
father's, sir!"
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Harrison had been staying

to the lay
ligure.
rushed over to the unfriendly doorbell. This time there was stubborn
determination in his face. The slng-inceased, and a roar of laughter followed the hush of a moment or two.
"Come In!" called a hearty voice.
And Ellis strode firmly into the studio.
"You are just in time for a 'nightcap,' Ellis," cried Harrison, rushing to
the footman's side. Ellis, stolidly facing the young man, lifted his hand.
"No, thank you, sir," he said respectfully. "Mr. Montgomery, if you'll excuse me for breaking in, I'd like to
give you three messages I've brought
here tonight."
"You're a faithful old chap," said
Subway Smith thickly. "Hanged If I'd
do A. D. T. work till 3 a. m. for anybody."
"I came at 10, Mr. Montgomery, with
a message from Mr. Brewster wishing
you many happy . returns of the day
and with a check from him for $1,000.
Here's the check, sir. I'll give my messages in the order I received them, sir,
If you please. At 12:30 o'clock I came
with a message from Dr. Gower, sir,
who had been called in"
"Called in?" gasped Montgomery,
turning white.
"Yes, sir. Mr. Brewster had a sudden heart attack at half past 11, sir.
The doctor sent word by me, sir, that
he was at the point of death. My last
message"
"Good Lord!"
"This time I bring a message from
Rawles, the butler, asking you to come
to Mr. Brewster's house at once, If
you can, sir I mean If you will, sir,"
Ellis Interjected apologetically. Then,
with his gaze directed steadily over the
heads of the subdued "sons," he added
impressively:
"Mr. Brewster is dead, sir."

g

Sub-Wa-

1

Monty rose.
"Gentlemen, you seem to have forgotten for the moment that I am twenty-five
years old this day and that your
remarks have been childish and wholly
unbecoming the dignity of my age.
That I have arrived at a period of discretion is evident from my choice of
friends; that I am entitled to your
is evident from my grandfather's
ftotorloui wealth. Ton hare dM me

re-pe- ct

CHAPTER II.

MONTGOMERY

BREWSTER
"prospects."
not now point

the remark that
some day he would come into a million or two. He had "realized," as
Oliver Harrison would have put it.
Two days after his grandfather's funeral a final will and testament was
read, and, as was expected, the old
banker atoned, for the hardships Robert Brewster and his wife had endured
by bequeathing $1,000,000 to their son
Montgomery. It was his without a restriction, without an admonition, without an Incumbrance. There was not a
suggestion as to how it should be handled by the heir. The business training
the old man had given him was synonymous with conditions not expressed
In the will. The dead man believed
that he had drilled Into the youth an
unmistakable conception of what was
expected of him In life. If he failed In
the misfortune
these expectations
would be his alone to bear. A road
had been carved out for him, and behind him stretched a long line of gulde- posts whose laconic instruction! might
be Ignored, but never forgotten. Edwin
Brewster evidently made his

-

ptr

FOR STABLE.

Fo, will be received

by the Board of

Trustees until September 28th,

1905.

Plans and specifications can be seen
at the First National Bank of Sama
Fe at any time between the hours of
'.)
a. in. and !! p, m.
R. J. PALEN,
President of the Board.
Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 16, 1905.

The will nominated Jerome Buskirk as
executor, and he was instructed, In con-

GREAVES)

the honor to drink my health and to reassure me as to the inoffensiveness of
approaching senility. .Now I ask you all
to rise and drink to the Little Sous of
Ihe Rich. .May the Lord love us!"
An hour later Rip Van Winkle and
Subway Smith wore singing "Tell Me,
Pretty Maiden," to. the uncertain ac
companiment of I'ettinglll's violin,
when the electric bell again disturbed
the company.
"For heaven's sake!" shouted Harrison, who had been singing "With All
Thy Faults, I Love Thee Still," to
lay ligure.
"Come home with me, grandson;
come home with me now," suggested
Subway Smith.
"Tell Ellis to go to Halifax!" commanded Montgomery. And again Ellis
took the elevator downward. His
usually Impassive face now wore a look
of anxiety, and twice he started to return to the top floor, shaking his head
dubiously. At last he climbed into a
hansom and reluctantly left the revelers behind. He knew It was a birthday celebration, and it was only half
past 12 in the morning.
At 3 o'clock the elevator made another trip to the top floor, and Ellis

Is Ellis, from your grand-

"My compliments to Ellis and ask him
to Inform my grandfather that It's after banking hours. I'll see him in the
morning," said Mr. Brewster, who had
reddened under the jests of his companions.
"Grandpa doesn't want his Monty
y
to stay out after dark," chuckled
Smith.
"It was most thoughful of the old
gentleman to have the man call for
you with the perambulator," shouted
Pettingill above the laughter. "Tell
him you've already had your bottle,"
added McCloud.
"Walter, tell Ellis I'm too busy to
be seen," commanded Brewster, and as
Bills went down in the elevator a roar
followed him.
"Now for Brewster's speech Brew-Iter!- "

M'CUTCHEON

PROPOSALS

Proposals for building a stable on
the grounds of the New Mexico Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb at Santa

LEGAL NOTICE.
in the District Court of the First Juclusion, to turn over to Montgomery
dicial District of the Territory of
Brewster the day after the will was
New Mexico, sdUing in and for the
probated securities to the amount of
County of Santa Fe.
$1,000,000, provided for in clause 4 Frederick Mullor, Admr. of the estate
of the Instrument. And so it was that
of Hugh N. Willcox, deceased, plainon the 26th of September young Mr.
tiff.
Brewster had an unconditional fortune
vs.
No. 4695.
thrust upon him, weighted only with Mary Nicholson Willcox, W. H. Pope,
the suggestion of crape that clung to It.
Cecil II. Willcox, guardian at law of
Since his grandfather's death he had
Mary Nicholson Willcox, defendbeen staying at the gloomy old Brewants.
ster house in Fifth avenue, paying but
Pursuant to order of the court heretwo or three hurried visits to the rooms in made on the 15th day of Septemat Mrs. Gray's where he had made his ber, 1905, notice is hereby given that
home. The gloom of death still darken- the sale of the place In precinct 18
ed the Fifth avenue place, and there of the county of Santa Fe, In the city
was a stillness, a gentle stealthlness, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, on Hillside
about the house that made him long Avenue, commonly failed the "Old
for more cheerful companionship. He Twitchell Place" which was fixed for
wondered dimly if a fortune always 10 o'clock in the morning of Thurscarried the suggestion of tuberoses. day the Uth day of September, 1905,
The richness and strangeness of it all advertisement of which sale appeared
hung about him unpleasantly. He had in the Santa Fe Daily New" Mexican
had no extravagant affection for the on the 14th, 21st and 28th of August
grim old dictator who was dead, yet and the 5th of September, 1905, was,
his grandfather was a man and had at the time and place originally fixed
commanded his respect. It seemed for the said sale, postponed, for lack
brutal to leave him out of the reckoning of bidders and bystanders, until the
to dance on the grave of the mentor" hoar of 10 o'clock in the morning of
who had treated him so well. The at- Thursday
the 12th day of October,
titude of the friends who clapped him 1905, at which time the said property
on the back, of the newspapers which will be reoffered for sale
according to
congratulated him, of the crowd that the terms of the original published
expected him to rejoice, repelled him. notice of sale.
It seemed a tragic comedy, haunted,
FREDERICK MULLER,
too, by memories and by sharp regret
Administrator, Etc.
for his own foolish thoughtlessness.
Even the fortune itself weighed upon
Legal Notice.
him at moments with a half defined
fo Whom It May Concern.
melancholy.
Last will and testament of Herman
Yet the situation was not without
Zoppi, deceased;
its compensations.
For several days
Notice Is hereby duly given pursuant
wnen Ellis called him at 7 he would to
statute, that the probate judge and
answer him and thank fortune that
of the probate court in and for
judge
he was not required at the bank that
the county of Santa Fe, N. M., has
morning. The luxury of another hour tixed
Saturday, September 23d, A. D.,
of sleep seemed the greatest perquisite
ut the hour of 10 o'clock, In the foreof wealth. His morning mail amused
him at first, for since the newspapers noon, at court room of said court, in
had published his prosperity to the Santa Fe, New Mexico, for the proving
of the last will and testament of Herworld he was deluged with letters. Re
man
a resident
quests for public or private charity of Zoppl, deceased, lately
said county of Santa Fe, New Mexwere abundant, but most of his corico. Dated this 2d day of September,
respondents were generous and thought A.
D., 1905.
only of his own good.
MARCOS CASTILLO,
For three days he was in a hopeless
Probate Clerk, Etc.
state of bewilderment. He was visited by reporters, photographers and ingenious strangers, who benevolently
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
offered to invest his money in enterprises with certified futures. When he
was not engaged In declining a gold
Palace: A. B. McGatfey, George E.
mine in Colorado, worth $5,000,000, Brewer, Albuquerque; C. A. Fonger-ouse- ,
marked down to $450, he was avoiding
S. L. Woodbury, Denver; J. R.
a guileless inventor who offered to sac Tate, J. T. Kohler and wife, C. A.
rifice the secrets of a marvelous de Rice and wife, Dr. P. G. Beerman, Chivice for $300 or denying the report that cago; Isaac Dessan, New York; C. T.
he had been tendered the presidency Brown, D. F. Riddell, Socorro; A. W.
of the First National bank.
Diavo, Pittsburg; W. E. Osborn, San
Oliver Harrison stirred him out early Francisco; P. J. Clark, Trinidad;
one morning and, while the sleepy mil Mrs. R. Paul, Allegheny City, Pa.; E.
lionaire was rubbing his eyes and still C. Ellis, Jerome Hahn, Kansas City;
dodging the bombshell that a dream F. C. Dezendorf, Washington," Mrs. W.
anarchist bad burled from the pinna- M. McCoy, Miss Ruby Bert, Mountain- cle of a bedpost, urged him in excited, air; F. E. Dunlavy, Estancia; John
confidential tones to take time by the Murray, Paducah, Ky.; Robert Maxforelock and prepare for possible well, St. Louis.
B. A. Sleyster,
breach of promise suits. Brewster sat
Claire:
Albuquer
on the edge of the bed and listened to que; Gcoi'ge Watson, Hagan; R. L.
diabolical stories of how conscienceless Brenner, Denver; M. L. Robey and
females had fleeced innocent and even family, Coleman, Texas; Mrs. J. E.
godly men of wealth. From the bath- Wilson and daughter, Willard; B. H.
room between splashes he retained Neilson, Monero; A., Mahoney and
Harrison by the year, month, day and sons, Mrs. Helen Harper, Alamosa; C.
hour to stand between him and black-mal- l. L. Pollard. Espanola; H. C. Thompson, Kennedy; W. E. Doyle, Pueblo;
The directors of the bank met and R. F. Flske, Bloomington, III.; J. W.
the Emery, Cambridge, Mass.; W. G.
lamenting
adopted resolutions
death of their late president, passed the Floyd, Red River; E. Barris, Dinuba,
leadership on to the first vice president Calif.; F. L. Barka, Antelope; H. L.
and speedily adjourned. The question Dibble, Cleveland; Henry Hughes,
of admitting Monty to the directory Alamosa; E. L. Collins, St. Louis; W.
was brought up and discussed, but it E. Hester, Colorado Springs; C. Taywas left for time to settle.
lor, New York; J. H. Daniel, Las Ve
One of the directors was Colonel gas.
Prentiss Drew, "the railroad magNormandie: Robert E. Long, Phil
He had
nate" of the newspapers.
adelphia; . Henry E. Atchinson, John
shown a fondness for young Mr. Brew- E. Eastman, Denver; S. H. Brlgham,
ster, and Monty had been a frequent Red River; James Reed, El Paso; A.
visitor at his house. Colonel Drew M. Burke, Romero; Harvey Smithson,
called him "niy dear boy," and Monty Los Angeles; Arthur E. Wilson, Wilcalled him "a bully old chap," though lard; M. L. English, Mr. and Mrs.
not jn his presence. But the existence Polo Martinez, Dolores; E. C. Burnett,
of Miss Barbara Drew may have had Albuquerque; Antonio Medina, Roosesomething to do with the feeling be velt County; Joaquin Sena, San Mitween the two men.
guel; Sylvester Davis, Galisteo.
As he left the directors' room on the
afternoon of the meeting Colonel Drew
WOMAN'S RIGHTS.
came up to Monty, who had notified
whv should women be disqualied
the officers of the bank that he was
from voting? Their rights should be
leaving.
with men. They are at the
"Ah. my dear boy," said the colonel,
and Hotel.
Restaurant
Ton
Bon
hand
warmly,
shaking the young man's
"now you have a chance to show what
you can do. You have a fortune, and,
'with
judgment, you' ought to be able FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS
to triple it. If I can help you in any
way, come and see me."
of the best English' strains
Monty thanked him.
in America; 40 years exper"You'll be bored to death by the raft
ience in breeding these fine
to
have
spend your
ways
of people who
hounds for my own sport, I
money," continued the colonel. "Don't
now offer them for sale.
listen' to any of them. Take your time.
Send
Stamp for Catalogue.
You'll have a new chance to make
T. B. HUDSPETH, Sibley. Jackson Co., Mo,
so
of
go
your life,
money every day
slowly. I'd have been rich years and
years ago if I'd had sense enough to
run away from promoters. They'll all
Mail
try to get a whack at your money.
Keep your eye open, Monty. The rich
FOR
young man Is always a tempting morsel." After a moment's reflection he
New and Second Hand
added, "Won't you come out and dine
with us tomorrow night?"
SAFES AND SCALES
This masetrful romance will be continued in tomorrow's Issue of the New
AND SWE MONEY
Mexican. Back numbers can be secured by addressing this office.
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250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No.

CANTALOUPES.

40.

BUTChS!

BAiEfS,

GH0CEPvS,

No.

FRESH MEATS.

.

New Mexico cantaloupes grown from
Rocky Ford seed are now in plentiful
supply. From 5c to 10c each.'
JELLY SUGAR.
Jelly sugar is made by Dr. Price
from gelatine and pure flavors combined with sugar so as to produce a
adpint of delicious fruit jelly by the
dition of a pint of hot water. Strawberry, raspberry, lemon, orange, pine10c
apple, mint and chocolate

It is possible that you are some
what particular as to the quality of
the meat you buy and as to the way
it is handled. If so, it will pay you
to visit our market, to note the ap
uearance of our corn fed beef, the
care with which we guard against
fties and other sources of contamina
tion and the freedom from odor. Saus- chipped
aires. boiled ham. poultry,
beef, head cheese, etc., at all times.
.

OFFICIAL MATTERS
Postoffice Established.
A postoffice has been established at
Yucca. Mohave County, Arizona.
It
is 24 miles east of Kingman.
Louis
anc has been appointed postmaster.
Postmasters Appointed.
J. H. F. Schpll has been appointed
at
Rodeo, .. Grant
postmaster
County, vice C. V. Drew, resigned.
Ragy Unes has been appointed post
master at Jemez, Sandoval County.
Martha B. .Davidson has been appointed postmaster at Bigbug, Yavapai
County, Arizona.
Appointments of Delegates to Good
Roads Convention.
The following appointments of dele
gates to the New Mexico Good Roads'
Convention in Las Vegas, for the
County of Rio Arriba, have been made
by Chairman A. C. de Baca of the
of
board of County Commissioners
that county: L. Bradford Prince, J.
Amado Lucero, Reyes Gonzales, Fran
cisco Luna, Elias Clark, Juan Andres
Martinez, Ysidoro Ferran, Antonio
Gurule, J. M. C. Chavez, Ygnacio L.
Ortiz, F. A. Serna, Jose N. Lucero,
Anlceto Moya, Francisco C. Chavez,
Jesus Martinez, Lebrado Martinez.

f
THIS IS THE

EOPASS
SEASON

CHEESE.
We are now cutting new made New
ASPAROX.
York cheese of the first quality. Also
offer
of
brick, Imported and domestic
asparagus
It is a combination
and beef extract. May be used as Swiss cheese.
a beverage or for basting fowls and
30c.
game. Per bottle
PRETZELS.
Do. you eat the great German crack LUCKY ESCAPE FROM
TOMATO BOULLION.
er. We have tne ntue uerman ana
SERIOUS INJURY
Made by Armour & Co. from toma- the Italian at 15c a pound. Baked ov
most approved
toes, spices, herbs and meat, highly er an open fire in the
Special Car Occupied By Governor
A piquant relish foi manner by Bayle of St. Louis.
concentrated.
Otero and Frank M. Murphy
tomato
for
and
meats, fish and game,
and Party Left Track.
30c.
uoullion. Bottles
FRUIT COLORS.

NOW is the Best Time to Bty a Kodak.
We Have a Ftill Line.

ran
J

Price has gotten out a number
Frank M. Murphy, of Prescott, presof uew colors in liquid form for col ident of the Santa Fe, Prescott &
oring ice cream, etc. Yellow, green Phoenix Railway, passed south on the
blue, purple, etc. ,in addition to the Santa Fe Railway Saturday evening
old red. The name of Price Is a guar on No. 7. He was in his private car
antee of purity and quality.
and was accompanied by a party of
friends, among whom was Mrs. Joseph
H. Kibbey, wife of the governor of
JARS AND GLASSES.
Arizona. At Las Vegas the party
We are headquarters for fruit jars was met by Governor Otero and Su
jelly glasses, jar rubbers, sealing wax, perintendent H. O. Bursum, who ac
paraffine wax and supplies of that companied Mr. Murphy to Lamy. The
sort. We have rubbers for the old members had a very narrow escape
from serious injury, and probably
style pint jars.
worse, on the trip from Glorleta to
Dr.

FRESH VEGETABLES.
We are now receiving sweet potatoes, tomatoes, string beans, cucumbers, beets, turnips, green corn, young
onions, cauliflower, etc, etc.
MANITOU WATER.
We now have in stock Manitou
water and Manitou Ginger Champagne
and are making attractive prices in
lots of a dozen bottles or more.

NEW

LINE

-I- I-

Come and Make Your

Sel-

ection. A Full Line of
Watches, Diamonds, Cut
Glass, Leather Goods, Silverware, Novelties.

SPI z
Mr

I

Lamy.
About a mile south of Glorleta, the
car they were in jumped the track
and for several hundred feet ran upon
the ties and upon the ground, and for
a few feet on "air" at a spot where
the road bed is narrow and on the
side of Aflache Canon. Fortunately
the Impetus of the car, which was
great at that pointit being steep,
down hill kept the car in motion.
Had the coupling broken the car and
its occupants would have been thrown
into the canon, which, at that point, is
about one hundred feet deep. As
soon as the shock of the car's leaving
the track was felt, Governor Otero
jumped for the bell rope and pulled
It, while Mr. Murphy applied the air
brakes. In a minute the train came
to a stand still and the car, fortunate
ly, did not lose its balance, but re
mained upright, although off the track
It was uncoupled and the passengers
proceeded to Lamy with the main

train.
It took several hours' work to put
the car back on the track and haul it

MANUFACTURING JEWELER.
have just received
a large consign
ment of

FURNITURE
also a good supply of

to Lamy. The experience was a thrilling one and will not soon be forgotten by those who participated in it.
Mr. Murphy and parly then proceeded
west and Governor Otero and Mr. Bur-sureturned to Santa Fe.
Mr. Murphy and . guests were on
their return trip from a visit to New
York City, Washington
and other
eastern points and all will not soon
forget the good luck which accomof
panied them, and the presence
mind of Governor Otero and Mr. Murphy in what might have proved an
awful catastrophe.

STOVES and RANGES

Which am selling
very low prices.
1

D.

Southeast Corner Plaza.

TELEPHONE
PROMPT

Fresh Meats
on Hand.

Al-wa-

ys

ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

DELIVERY.

at

S. LOWITZII.

KINSELL LIVE STOCK COMPANY.

All Kinds of

rK

si.

11

11

mi if

I

,

DECORATED
CHINA
So

to

Also AH Kodak Supplies

-

RECEIVED, FINE

JUST

J 905.

'PHONE NO. 96.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
The Oldest and Largest House in the Territory.
ESTABLISHED 1869.
f' We have the most complete line of

Indian and Mexican Curios
NAVAJO BLANKETS, CHIMALLO BLANKETS, MEXICAN DRAWN
WORK, BASKETWARE, POTTERY, MEXICAN CIGARS.
We have and handle the best of everything in our line.

All orders promptly filled and packed with care.
Mail orders given prompt attention.
We supply the trade.

SIGN OF THE ORIGINAL CART
SAN FfiANCISCO ST., CORNER BURRO ALLEY.

JACOB SCHAUBLIN

PASSES

AWAY.

Pioneer of Las Cruces Goes to His
Final Reward Other News of
Dona Ana County
Special to the New Mexican.
Las Cruces, Sept. 18. Jacob Schau-blin- ,
an old and honored citizen of this
place, died at his home here Saturday
evening. Deceased was a native of
Switzerland, but came to the United
States many years ago. He managed
the Schaublin flouring mill here and
also held, for several terms, the office
of collector and
treasurer of
Dona Ana County. He leaves a wife,
two sons, and a daughter who is the
wife of Martin Lohman. Mr. and Mrs.
Lohman are at present on the coast
of Maine spending the summer. The
two sons are here. Another daughter,
deceased, was the wife of Cabell C.
Conway, brother of Thomas Conway,
both now deceased.
The completed school census of
this school precinct, No. 2, gives, a
total of fifteen hundred ch'ildren of
school age. On this basis and following the government method of computing population there is a population of 7,200 in this school district.
The district is about two miles square
and does not take in Mesilla or any
of the small towns.
The new school building will be
occupied today with the following
teachers: W. O. Evans, principal, Miss
Fannie Ford, Miss Lottie Sweet, Miss
Fannie French, Miss Rowena Mott,
Miss Brownlee, Miss Beth Foster, Mrs.
Voodson. A splendid lot of teachers
and a credit to any city in the Uni
ted States. Gillson Willits, or.what-- '
ever his name is, could not see this
fine structure (our new public school)
while here, nor could he see the Territorial Agricultural
and
College
School of Mechanic Arts, nor could he
see the Convent of the Sisters of
Lorreto, nor the stately new building
they are erecting.
The work on the First National
Bank building is well under way and
it will be a credit to any town in
the Territory. It will be two stories
high, 86 feet front and built on the

piot EI

230 San Francisco Street
Moorish or Spanish stylo of architec
ture. The building will be for offices
upstairs, the lower floor for the bank,
and the New Trust Company, and a
large store room for Manasse Broth
ers' dry goods store.
DISTRICT COURT.
The fall session of the Fifth Judicial District Court for Santa Fe
County was called to order Saturday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the court
room at the county court house, Associate Justice John R. McFie presiding.
Other officials present were District
Attorney E. C. Abbott, District Clerk
A. M. Bergere and Under Sheriff Jose
L. Lopez.
The following business was had:
In the matter of the assignment of
Juan Santtstevan, for the benefit of
creditors, pending in the First Judicial
District Court for Santa Fe County,
Judge John R. McFie, Saturday last,
made an order on the assignee, A. R.
him to pay the
Manby, directing
claim of the county of Taos against
the estate, on account of public funds
of the said county in the possession
of the estate, in full to the treasurer
of the county. The sum involved
amounts to $2,900. The court also
directed the assignee to prepare and
make his final report in the matter on
October 15, 1905, and to submit the
same on that day to the court for examination and with a view to the final
discharge of the assignee and the closing of the estate.
The court then adjourned to meet
again Monday morning at 10 o'clock.
Court was called to order this morning as per adjournment with all officials

c
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especially for the use of justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled,, with printed headings, in either
Spanish or English, mad9 of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas sides have full index In front and
the fees of justices
the peace and
constables printed in full on the first
Inches.
page. The pages are 10
These books are made up In civil and
criminal dockets, separate, of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To introduce them they are offered at the
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combination civil and criminal. .$5.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
T.

fe,

J4.

Ff.

by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted. Address,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
VISITING CARDS.

Engraved cards de visit and wedding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican printing office. Any
one standing in need of such wllll do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.
The New Mexican can do printing
aqual to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one r.f
the best binderies In the west.
A "WANT AD" will bring results.

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

present.

The following business was had:
Several details in regard to a number of cases set for trial were brought
up and disposed of after which the
empanelling of the petit jury for the
present term was attended to.
The following qualified to serve as

SANTA

H. C. Yontz

DEALER IN
petit jurors:
Ursulo Borrego, Miguel Chaves,
Clods. Jewelry
Francisco Ortega, Pablo Baca, Romulo Watches,

FE, N. M.

MANUFACTURER OF

exican Filigree

JEWELRY

Valles, Pedro Padilla, Brigido Gabal-don- ,
and Hanfl Fainted Cbina.
Tomas Grlego, Manuel Montoya
Francisco
Lorenzo
Baros,
y Colombo,
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
M. y Lujan, Juan Sena, Encarnacion
dian Goods. . Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
,
Octavlano
Barela, Manuel Naranjo,
Side Plaza. Sar ta Fe, N. M.
West
Rodriguez, Jesus M. Lopez, Nicolas
Gonzales, Doniciano Urioste, Encarnacion Ortiz, Bias Vigil, Manuel Esqui-bel- ,
Juan A, Ortega, Vicente Roibal,
Manuel Padilla.
Court then adjourned until this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Court convened this afternoon as
per adjournment with all officials
General Agents for New Mexico of
present, and transacted the following

BERGERE

INSURANCE AGENCY COMPANY

business:

Case No. 3320, on the criminal docket, the Territory of New Mexico vs.
Monico 'Aranda, assault and battery
Abwas called. District Attorney
bott appeared for the Territory and
R. C. Gortner for the defendant.
The
case was dismissed, the defendant to
pay the costs of two witnesses for
the prosecution.
Civil case No. 4615, Elgin Jewelry
Company vs. Tomas de Lalo, debt
was continued. Catron & Gortner represent the plaintiff and A. B. Renehan
the defendant.

Tl Penn Mutual Life Insurance

Co.

Of Philadelphia and

E

National Surety Company
Of New York.

We Also Represent a Strong Line of

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES

.

LIVE BETTER

SAVE MORE.

To live better and save more la
big Idea that goes to bed with us
Most of us fall because we don't
the means at our (hand.. Board at
Bon Ton Restaurant and Hotel.

the
all.

use!'
the

A. M. BERGERE,
General Manager.
SANTA FE : : : : : NEW MEXICO
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